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I. SUMMARY
This report contains the results of a two-year effort to design,
develop and operate automated equipment for the interconnection of
solar cells and lamination of cell circuits into modules. The
overall objective was to effect near-Germ reduction of silicon
solar cell array costs so as to achieve the 1986 goal of $0.70/W*.
The program consisted of four sections; 1) design of a module that
lends itself to automated assembly: 2) design and development of
prototype equipment for the interconnection and lamination of solar
cells into a completed module, 3) the operation of a pilot production
line using the equipment developed in this program, and 4) perform
a cost analysis of the production run.
This program was originally proposed as a 12 month effort. However,
because of the complexity of the soldering equipment task the
program was extended to 27 months. In late 1979, a prototype element
of the soldering machine was implemented into the module production
operation. This section of the machine consisted of a roller
transport mechanism integrated with an electromagnetic induction
coil** for soldering continuous ribbon interconnects to the front of
solar cells. In a fashion, it was the first step in the mechanization
of soldering or "tabbing" solar cells, and this simple mechanists
has reliably tabbed ,about 1.8 million solar cells to date.
In mid-1980, the lamination system began operation in ARCO Sol,ar's
automated solar panel facility in Camarillo, California. This
* ALL costs in this report are given in 1980 dollars.
** The automated soldering machine was subssequently redesigned to
use an infrared heat source.
I 4
prototype system has produced PV modules representing in excess of
one megawatt. The pilot production line operation integrating the
completed soldering and lamination equipment was successfully con-
ducted in April 1981.
The following achievements were made on this program;
a lamination system capable of producing 20 modules/hour
° a soldering machine capable of interconnecting 900 cells/hour
*a cost reduction of approximately 40% in module materials And
labor
* Final SAMICS Format 'A's in this report have not been run. The
above ,statements are based upon preliminary data.
11. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this p?ogram was to effect near-term cost reduction
in the assembly of solar cell arrays through development of automated
module assembly equipment. The specific tasks were to% 1) design
a solar cell module that facilitates automated fabrication, 2)
design and develop automated solar cell soldering and laminating
equipment, and 3) operate a pilot production line with the developed
equipment and achieve the following;
° solder interconnects - 12 cells/minute
laminate modules - 12 modules/hour
reduce module assembly and material costs to $0.67/W based
on the following assumptions;
total estimated module cost -
	
$2.24/W (ref.)
finished estimated solar cell cost - $1.57/W (ref.)
net module assembly/materials cost - $0.67/W (goal)*
The initial stage of the program was devoted to concept development
and proof of approach through simple experimental verification. In
this phase, laboratory bench models were built to demonstrate and
verify concepts. Following this phase was machine design and
integration of the various machine elements. The third phase was
machine assembly and debugging. In this phase, the various elements
were operated as a unit and modifications were made as required.
The final stage of development was the demonstration of the equipment
in a pilot production operation.
* Assembly cost goal includes realized yields and is based on
assumed annual production rate of 1.0 megawatts.
aI	 III. MODULE DESIGN
A. APPROACH TO AUTOMATED DESIGN
The origin of module size and configuration in the terrestrial
photovoltaic market arose from buttery charging requirements.
In essence, charging 12 VDC batteries requires a PV module
with 33-35 solar cells connected in series to produce 14-"t5
VDC. Modules typically used 75-100 mm (3-4 inch) dtame'ter
cells producing 1-2 ADC so that most modules had a single series
string, or 3-4 strings side-by-side for purposes of providing a
module of a manageable length and width.
Early ARCO Solar designs used a rectangular shaped circuit of 3
strings (75 mm cells nested side-by-side for space efficiency)
of series-connected solar cells as shown in Figure 1. This
module was used in the LSA. Block III procurement.
In early 1979, the LSA Block IV module design contracts were
awarded and it was this design that was developed with automated
assembly as its theme. Photovoltaic (PV) applications were
still tied to battery charging at this time so ARCO Solar
elected to develop automated interconnection of simple series
strings. The two distinct advantages to this approach are: 1)
the form of simple reels of ribbon interconnects available, and
..
	
	
2) the opportunity to provide redundancy and enhance reliability
of the circuit. These features are illustrated in Figures 2
and 3. It was determined at this early stage that future
circuit configurations requiring parallel and series combina-
tions could be simply handled by taking multiple series strings
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of any desired length and and-connecting the correct polarities„
This is depicted in Figure 4.
In designing the 16-2000 module the approach to cell inter-
connection and the use of 100 mm (4 inch) diameter solar cells
represent the greatest departures from the Block III design.
The basic superstrate design was retained and the module size
was increased to accommodate the 100 mm solar cell. Figures 5
and 6 are drawings of the circuit and module respectively.
Other changes included an extruded frame for sealing, mounting
and providing structural rigidity for housing module termina-
tions and a Korad/metal foil back cover for improved protection
for the circuit and encapsulant.
B. MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
The rationale in material selection for the 16-2000 module was
to approach a 20 year life and implement cost reductions estab-
lished by the Low-Cost Solar Array Project (LSA) goals.
Tempered glass* was retained as the module superstrate material
because of its demonstrated long-life and its excellent optical,
thermal and mechanical properties. Polyvinyl butyral** (PVB-
SR11) was also retained from the former module design because
of its proven performance and approach to automating the
encapsulation (lamination) of cell circuits. The number of
layers of PVB utilized is four.
An important design improvement in this new module was the
* ASG Industries
** Monsanto
replacement of the metal pan with an extruded slimainum molding.
The advantages of this change were improved structural rigidity,
better access to the module tex.minations, ease of array assembly
and lower operating temperatures. The framing approach also
facilitated mechanized assembly and the introduction of a low-
cost sealant suitable for high volume applications. The aluminum
was applied with an architectural finish that improves corrosion
resistance in a terrestrial. environment.
The edge sealant was changed from a ulcanized rubber sealant*
to a butyl hot melt**. The reasons for this change were two-
fold: 1) it was discovered in temperature/humidity testing that
the catalyst (typically an inorganic oxide) was causing the PVB
to crosslink and discolor at the perimeter of the module, and
2) this sealant was not suitable for the high volume assembly
of modules.
The final change to the module was the replacement of the
Tedlar*** back cover material with a Korad-coated mild steel
to improve its hermeticity to water vapor and other gaseous
pollutants. The addition of this barrier virtually eliminated
the passage of oxygen which, in the presence of ultraviolet
light (UV), can cause degradation of the PVB,,
" C. ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
The I-V characteristic of the 16-2000 module is shown in
* MIL-S-8802D (9 Dec. 1974) sealing compound
** H.B. Fuller Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota
*** Borg-Warner Co.
**** Dupont Co., Wilmington, Delaware
e !A
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Figure 7 and reflects the power increase resulting from the
larger 100 mm diameter solar cell 4nd higher efficiency due to
lower operating temperature.
An important caange in operating characteristics is the lower
Nominal Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT) of the ASI 16-2000
module. It has been determined to be 47°C as compared with
58°C of the Block III module. This is a direct result of
changing the pan-type frame which was producing a "greenhouse"
effect at the rear of the module.
D. PROOF OF DESIGN TESTING
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ous tests were applied to module camponents (during in-house
testing by ARCO Solar): thermal cycling to reveal, undesirable
material combinations in which thermal, strains might be induced,
and humidity cycling to expose areas of permeation to moisture
and its consequences.
Thermal Cycling:
Conditions	 No. Cycles	 No. Nodules
-40°C to +90°C	 750	 6
The temperature ramp was 100°C/hour maximum in accordance with
JPL environmental test procedures. Electrical tests and visual
examinations were conducted following each 100 cycles. No
significant physical changes were observed after 750 cycles
and all I-V measurements were within to of initial values.
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16-2000 MODULE I-V CHARACTERISTIC
I 6 Humidity Cycling:
Conditions	 No. C cliffs	 No. Modules
23-75%	 60 (one /day 	 12
95% RH	 for 60 days)
The temperature ramp was done in accordance with MIL-STD-810C,
Method 507.1 (2 hours from low to high, 16 hours dwell at high
temperature). The one departure from this method was that the
upper temperature was increased from 40.5°C to 75°C. Six. of
the twelve modules had a Tedlar* backing while the balance had
a Korad-steel-Korad** backing.
evidence of moisture penetratl,,
4wvrQo'I wr--ed areas of the PVB fromr
modules exhibited no change in
moisture ingress.
Within three days there was
Dn of the Tedlar and debonding in
the glass. The foil-backed
the laminate or evidence of
* Dupont Trademark
** Georgia-Pacific Corp.	 ..
IV. AUTOMATED EQI
A. SOLAR CELL ASSEMBLY PROTOTYPE (SCAP)
The purpose of the Solar Call Assembly Prototype (SCAP) is to
interconnect solar cells into a continuous single series string.
Figure 8 is a schematic of the first machine concept. This
first machine consisted of five elements:
1. waver unloading (not shown)
2. ribbon feed and deployment
3. soldering mechanism
4. solder flux removal
5. handling strip attachment station
Wafer handling or unloading is the process of removing completed
solar cells from a plastic cassette into the machine, one at a
E
time. The ribbon feed is two storage reels of solder plated
copper ribbon, a roller feed mechanism and a shear for dispensing
controlled lengths of dual interconnects to the solar cell.
The soldering mechanism is simply a transport/clamping/heating
device that produces solder connections between the solar cell
metallization and copper ribbon. Solder paste (a thick film
product of solder particles, vehicle and flux) is pre-applied
to the finished solar cells prior to entering tho SCAP. Solder
flux removal is the process of cleaning the residual flux in a
fluorinated hydrocarbon/alcohol mixture in an ultrasonic tank.
The handling strip attachment station is the application of a
perforated plastic strip to the bottom of the completed solar
cell string for purposes of handling.
e
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In this first machine concept, wafer transport and alignment
from the cassette to the soldering head was to be achieved by
using a gravity feed. This is evident in Figure 8 from the
slope of this section of the machine.
The first soldering approach was a conductive method. This is
depicted in Figure 9, In this design, two apposed, resistively
heated copper heads were moved to the cell by a cam operation;
soldering was achieved with attendant cooling; the heads were
then moved away from the cell and it was advanced to the next
position via gravity feed. A working model of the soldering
mechanism was fabricated and bench tests of this approach were
conducted. The following problems were encountered with this
approach;
1. Lubrication of hot moving parts withe)ut contamination of
the solar cells with lubricant.
2. Temperature control of heads and cooling of cells prior to
transport.
3. Obtaining a non -stick heating surface.
4. Complexity of heating mechanism.
5. Cell breakage and alignwsint problems associated with gravity
feed.
The most significant problem was the difficulty in obtaining a
non-stick surface on the heating mechanism. A hard, chrome
plate finish was first attempted with some success. However,
after some use, the remaining rosin from the flux did not permit
separation. A second approach was to use TFE Teflon* impregnated
A_ A
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into the surface of the soldering head. This, too, pro
problems with separation of the interconnects from the
Finally, an electroless nickel plating Mat
was furnace-oxidized was used with greater success, however, it
also had similar problems. Early in the program this approach
to soldering was abandoned in favor of such non-contact ap-
proaches as electromagnetic induction and infrared heating.
A second element of the original machine that was designed,
tested and abandoned was the handling strip attachment station.
It was originally thought that the solar cell series string
would require stiffening before it could be taken'from the
machine and handled. The addition of this feature would also
allow a more precise spacing control between. cells. This
machine element was similar in operation to the ribbon feed
and soldering mechanism; a roll of perforated, adhesive-backed
Mylar* is fed beneath the emerging solar cell string, the
coll and Mylar tape are heated, pressed together via transport
rollers and the finished string proceeds to a cutoff area
where strings are cut to appropriate Length. The perforated
Mylar is shown in Figure 10.
This machine element was similarly abandoned early in the
program for two reasons; first, it was Learned that a series of
interconnected solar cell strings with dual redundant ribbons
could be readily handled on Large diameter (20-25 cm/8-10
inches) reels as it emerged from the soldering-defluxing opera- {
tion; second, the cost of a module » compatible plastic film
after some use.
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for handling was about $0.003/cm ($0.10/foot). This amounted
to $0.90/module.
r
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The concepts for wafer unloading, ribbon feed and solder flux
removal remained essentially unchanged and will be discussed in
succeeding sections.
1. SOLAR CELL HANDLING AND TRANSPORT	 1^
Preparation of solar cells for use in the SCAP required the
application of a solder paste. The paste is applied by
screen printing and handling of cells is done through the
use of polypropylene cassettes familiar to the semiconductor
industry*. Each cassette accommodates 25-100 mm cells and
is compatible with automated loading equipment**.
Initial work centered around the use of this handling
equipment, however, no equipment was available for handling
multiple cassettes. The goal in soldering for this program
was 12 cells/minute, and in order to best utilize the
machine operator a cassette handler/unloader was built***
with expansion capability to accommodate 4-5 cassettes.
This equipment is shown in Figure 11. It consists of a
vertical magazine of cassettes that are driven downward by
sychronous motors, one wafer at a time. When the cassettes
are loaded with cells, the pusher bar displaces a wafer out
of the cassette into a wafer alignment/transport conveyor.
The pusher bar then retracts to its rest position and the
*Fluoroware, Co., Chaska Minnesota
**Silec, Sunnyvale, California
***Kinematics, Princeton, New ,Jersey
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CELL CASSETTE HANDLING EQUIPMENT
cassette stack moves down one wafer position. When a
cassette is emptied, it drops out of the magazine into a
chute and finally out of the machine into a basket of
cassettes. The machine rare was designed for a range of 1-
20 cells/minute so that the program goal of 12 cells/minute
could be easily accommodated. The one important requirement
of the loaded cassettes was the orientation angle of the
flats of the solar cells relative to the pusher bar.
This is illustrated in Figure 12. In order to insure proper
orientation all cassettes were placed on a flat-finder
prior to loading of the magazine.
From the cassette unloader cells are moved onto a set of
n o	 rails where the alignment and transport occur. As the
cell moves onto the rails, a second pusher bar transports
the cell into the alignment grips of the conveyor. This is
shown in Figure 13, Using the principal of a flat and two
points (the flat being the second pusher bar while the
points are the forward grips of a station on the conveyor),
alignment is effected simultaneously with forward motion of
the cell into the ribbon application area. The conveyor is
shown in Figure 14.
The conveyor consists of two gear-synchronized tracks with
13 alignment/transport stations. Like the cassette unloader
the rate is variable between 1-20 cells/minute.
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2. RIBBON FEED AND DEPLOYMENT
The ;First concept for ribbon feed and deployment was to
push the ribbon from reels into guide tubes and onto or
below the cell.. This idea is shown in Figure 15, Typically
the ribbon materials are "pulled" from one and for deployment
since their stiffness precludes "pushing" due to buckling.
Preliminary tests on .05 mm (.002 inch) thick copper ribbon
by 2,6 mm (.1 inch) wide indicated that it could, in fact,
be "pushed" through properly designed guides onto or beneath
the cell with horizontal alignment of ± .38 mm (.015 inch)
over a length of 10.2 cm (4 inches), the length of a 100 mm
solar cell. A bench model of this concept was fabricated
and tested succe9sfull3 to demonstrate proof of approach.
A search was then made of industries using and/or manufac-
turing ribbon or rod feeding equipment. A company* that
builds equipment for feeding welding rod was found and
contracted to build a modified rod feeder to handle ribbon.
A shear was designed in-house and integrated with the
ribbon/feeder.
3. SOLDERING METHOD
As mentioned in Section IV A., the first approach to
soldering interconnect was conduction and this was abandoned
in favor of non-contact approaches such as electromagnetic
induction and infrared heating, the former being the primary
choice with infrared as a backup. Historically, solar cells
i
* Norbell Corp., Daytona Beach, Florida
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FIGURE 15
have been applied with short ribbon tabs while the cell is
in a Nixed position and soldered while being clamped
together. The application of dual full-length ribbons to
the cell while it was in motion appeared feasible, particu-
larly if rollers could clamp the ribbon and cell together
long enough for solder joint formation to occur. It was
experimentally determined, in the prior section, that long
ribbons could be reliably fed above or below the solar
cell. The next step was to examine the use of RF induction
as a heat source to complement this approach to soldering
solar cells.
Following some preliminary screening of RF power supplies
and successful attempts to solder 3ull length ribbons to
solar cells in a fixed position, a 3 kW RF induction power
supply was purchased*. A bench top roller mechanism was
designed and integrated with the RF power supply and work
coil. This is shown in Figure 16. In early tests two
reels of solderplated copper ribbon (not shown) were fed
through two sets of rollers and cells were located beneath
the ribbons and similarly sent through the rollers as the
t	 RF power was activated. The cells were pre-applied with
Sn62 solder paste (Sn62/Pb36/Ag2) having a moderately ac-
tive rosin flux MA).
The RF work coil., located between the two sets of rollers
and below the cell, was a double hairpin designed to induce
r
F	 * Cycle-Dyne, Jamaica, New York
- - X42k.'t.,
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fcurrent floe in the solar cell grid lines and subsequent
heating of the silicon. A piece of Kapton* polymide film
was attached to the work coil so as to prevent flux residue
from dripping onto the coil.. In Table 1, results of early
cell interconnection are given. Figure 17 is a photograph
of the contact pull test set-up used for measuring sol ►der
connection strength.
Using optical methods, measurements of temperature uniform-
ity were made as the solar cell tranversed the RF coil.
In these tests it was found that the side of the cell
closest to the power supply operated at slightly higher
temperatures than the side farther from the power supply.
Also, the temperature of the leading edge of the cell was
found to be lower than the trailing edge. This probably
results from wafer heating at the leading edge with subse-
quent conduction to the trailing edge in addition to the
effects of normal induction heating. Figure 18 is the
outline of a cell with the observed temperature gradients.
Further refinements of the work coil., roller clamping and
drive mechanism gave rise to a useful mechanism that could
be used for applying dual ribbon interconnects to the front
of individual solar cells (in a so-called "tubbing" opera-
tion) and resulted in lower labor content. In August
1979, this simple SCAP machine element was integrated into
ARCO Solar's regular module production facility and has
reliably soldered about 2,000,000 - 100 mm solar cells.
* Dupont Trademark 	
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INDUCTION SOLDERING OF SOLAR CELLS
TRANSPORT
	
RF POWER	 CONTACT*
FEED (CM/SEC)	 SETTING	 PULL TEST (GMS)
2.5	 60	 350 - 600
NO.
SAMPLE
50
* 90 0 PULL TEST OF COPPER RIBBONS FROM SOLAR CELL USING UNITEK
MICROPULL #6-092
L
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FIGURE 13
4. SOLDER FLUX REMOVAL
The first attempts at solder flux removal was to devi ,jlop an
in-line solvent spray system. This approach is depicted in
Figure 19. Based on rates of 2.5 cm/sec. travel through.
the SCAP, it was not possible to remove flux residue with a
spray system using chlorinated sol gents such as 1-1-1
trichloroethane, methylene chloride as well as solvent
blends using Freon*-alcohol azetropi.c mixtures. Evidence
of resin presence was determined both visually and colori
metrically**.
Insufficient removal of flux residue is believed to be a
direct result of the interconnect/cell metallization config-
uration. This is shown in Figure 20. The second approach
was to use a warm ultrasonic solution of the aforementioned
solutions, determine the dwell time required for residual
flux removal, and design a tank that renders sufficient
residence time for flux removal. It was determined that
40 seconds dwell in Freon TMS Plus* (90% Freon, 5% ethanol
and 5% methanol with a stabilizer) was effective in removal.
Figure 21 is the resulting tank designed to provide this
required residence time and be integrated as an in-line
component***. The tank was equipped with refrigeration
coils to minimize solvent loss as well as a solvent recir-
culating system with a remote still, so that used solvent
could be recycled as required.
* Dupont Trademark
** Appendix A
*** Deltasoni.cs, Long Beach, CC z6ornia	 ,,^
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B. SOLAR PANEL LAMINATION PROTOTYPE (SPLP)
The purpose of the Solar Panel. Lamination Prototype (SPLP) is
to encapsulate or laminate the solar cell circuit using polyvinyl
butyral (PVB-SR-11)* or similar hot-melt encapsulant to a glass
superstrate. In early studies two lamination approaches appli-
cable to photovoltaic modules were examined; both use evacuation
followed by pressure application. In the first, atmospheric
pressure levels are used while in the second pressures up to
about 13 atmospheres are present. Sample laminations produced
by both processes resulted in comparable adhesion of the PVB
to glass (1.1-1.4 Kg/cm and .9-1.6 Kg/cm respective 90° peel
adhesion strengths).
®	 In a low pressure process PVB tends to block or adhere to itself
even though the film is ribbed to aid in the evacuation of air.
One approach that can be used to minimize blocking and acceler-
ate the evacuation process is a double vacuum. This is illus-
trated in Figure 22. In this arrangement the module is evacuated
while a second vacuum is applied to the rear of the module.
The vacuum level is typically 1-5 TORR in both chambers. The
prototype chambe ,o used to develop the lamination process is
shown in Figure 23. The design of this chamber is such that
different sealing approaches can be examined, additional heat
sources can be added, if required, and cooling can be implemented
if necessary.
1. LAMINATION VESSEL DESIGN
In work with the prototype chamber, two approaches to
.-.
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chamber sealing were examined. In the first, a gasket was
placed in the chamber flange and the Tedlar rear module
cover was cut oversize so that it could be used as a
diaphragm between the two chambers as well as the tack
cover for the module. The problems with this approach were
poor chamber sealing and wrinkling of the Tedlar. The
second approach wis to use a large sheet of silicone rubber
3.2 mm (.125 inch) thick as both a chamber seal and bladder
between the two chambers, This approach worked well and
eliminated the 0-ring requirement in the flange. The
fl:-oblem of the bladder sticking to the Tedlar was resolved
by the addition of a Teflon-coated glass fabric beneath
the bladder. This was later changed to a perforated cloth
fabric for cost reasons.
In related experiments, it was determined that forced
cooling was unnecessar y and that heat-up could be accom-
plished from the lower chamber using a 2.5-3 kW infrared
heating unit. These results led to simpler chamber design.
Figure 24 llustrates the production chamber design.
2. PROCESS OPTIMIZATION
Figure .2 5 shows the evolution of the lamination process
from work in the prototype chamber to the first production
unit. Due to non-uniform lamp temperatures in the prototype
unit, the 4 lamp configuration was changed to a 2 lamp
arrangement in the bottom of the semi-cy lindrical chamber.
Polished aluminum lighting sheet (83» reflective) was cut
I
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PRODUCTION LAMINATION CHAMBER
_	 WTGTTQ'G' 7d	 y"r-
LAMINATION PROCESS C
PROTOTYPE OPERATION (50 MINUTES)	 PRODUCTION OPERATION (32 MINUTES)
1. EVACUATE LOWER CHAMBER
2. EVACUATE UPPER CHAMBER
3. MAINTAIN UPPER AND LOWER
VACUUM FOR 15 MINUTES
4. BACKFILL TOP CHAMBER TO
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
5. HEAT TO 1500C (3020F) AND
HOLD FOR 15 MINUTES
6. COOL TO 650C (1500F)
7. BACKFILL LOWER CHAMBER
TO ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
8. REMOVE FINISHED LAMINATE
1. EVACUATE LOWER CHAMBER
2. EVACUATE UPPER CHAMBER
3. START HEATUP
BAC HFILL TOP C 21P.bSER TO
ATMOSPHERE WHEN TEMPERATURE
IS 1000C (2120F)
5. HOLD AT 150 0C FOR 8 MINUTES
6. BACKFILL LOWER CHAMBER TO
ATMOSPHERE
7. REMOVE FINISHED LAMINATE
to fit the curvature of the chamber. The lamps (quartz -
halogen), which were each rated at 5 kW 0 960 V, were
operated at 480 VDC in an on/off node as dictated by the
need for hest.,,
 from the controller. At this voltage the
lamps were each rated at about 1.6 kW, and both Lamp life
and uniformity were good. High temperature areas in the
center of the lamps were moderated by the addition of
pieces of aluminum lighting strips over the lamps. In
this way it was possible to maintain a temperature of
10°C over the .37 m 2 (4 ft2 ) area of the glass superstrate.
Early laminations were allowed to cool under vacuum to 65°C
(150°F) since it was thought that edge blow-in of air would
occur while the PVB was soft. Investigation of this aspect
revealed that removal of the laminate at 150°C did not
result in edge blow-in and this step was subsequently
eliminated.
3. PRODUCTION OPERATION
In August 1979, two prototype production units were inte-
grated into ARCO 5olar's module production facility and
were operated aL yields of 97-98ro. These units were oper-
ated on a 35-40 minute cycle such that 3 modules/hour
could be fabricated. Later in 1979, two additional units
were added to double this capacity.
All units had manual valving and temperature control was
maintained by the thermocouple feedback to a temperature
controller. The controller operated a high voltage on/off
ORIGINAL F'NX-1 i1
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V. PILOT OPERATION AND SAMIS ANALYSIS
A. PILOT PRODUCTION VERIFICATION
The purpose of this pilot operation was to demonstrate equipment
operation by producing 288 module assemblies and prepare a
manufacturing cost analysis. This cost information was then
used as a eats, base for SAMIS* preparation and determination of
program cost achievements. The production line verification
run was conducted April 8 and 9, 1981. Table 2 L the production
run history of the auto-soldering equipment in ,:icating down-
time and reasons. The lamination eguuipment was operated contin-
uously during each day shift and a rota"„ of 350 modules were
manufactured. No downtime was experienced with the lamination
equipment.
In Table 3 are the resulting yields from the pilot operation.
Below a comparison is made between program goal 's and achievements
from the pilot verification run.
PROGRAM GOALS
	 PILOT PRODUCTION
SOLDERING RATE	 12 cells/minute	 16 cells/minute**
LAMINATION RATE	 12 modules/hour	 20 modules/hour***
ft
j{ SAMIS-Standard Assembly-line Manufacturing Industry Simulation.
A computer program developed by JPL for DOE to project photo-
voltaic module fabrication costs.
** Single automated soldering machine.
*** Twelve chamber automated lamination system.
t .
TABLE 2
AUTO-SOLDERING PRODUCTION RUN HISTORY
RUN_7TM__1)OWN TIRE MAINTENANCE NOTES
START
CLOCK
 9:32;00
12:00
STOP 9:44
2:00 Broken Call
START 9:46
6:00
STOP 9:52
START 9:58 6:00 Change Ribbon
5:00
STOP 10:03
20:00 Ribbon Jam(stop
for break)
START 10:23
STOP 10;46 23;00
START 11:00
42:00
14:00 Ribbon Jam
STOP
START
11:42
11:55
57:00
13:00 Clean Equipment
STOP
START
12:52
12:57
30:00 Lunch Break
STOP
START
1:05
1:10
:00
8:00
5:00 Ribbon Jam
STOP J,.18
82:00 Clean Equipment
START 2:40
12;00
and make adjust.
STOP
START
2:52
3:04
83:00
12:00 Change Ribbon
STOP
START
4:27
4:30
22:00
3:00 Ribbon Jam
STOP 4:52
2:00 Ribbon Jam
fI
0
TABLE 2 (continued)
AUTO-SOLDERING PRODUCTION RUN HISTORY'
., TIME
START 4:54
14:00
STOP 5:08
2:00 Ribbon Jam
START 5:10
15:00
STOP 5:26
3:00 Ribbon Stopped
START 5:29
15:00
END OF
RUN 5:44
TOTAL 338:00 138:00 31:00
START 8:53
47:00
STOP 9:40
START 9:47
7:00 Change Ribbon
37-.00
STOP 10:24
4:00 Boat Jam
START 10:28
97:00
STOP 12:05
---- ---- Out of Cells
START 2:05 
72:00
STOP 3:17
5:00 Change Ribbon
START 3:22
143:00
END OF
RUN 5:45
A:00TOTAL 396:00
GRAND
i
TOTAL 719:00	 ; °
	
.10
 43 : 00
r
The yield value is not
TABLE 3
PILOT PRODUCTION YIELD
SOLDERING TOTAL NOT REWORKED REWORKED
CRACKED CELLS 53 53 --
MISALIGNED CELLS 361 -- 361
NO RIBBON 55 V 55
CRACKED CELLS 56 56 --
USE CLEANER 17 17 --
CELL SPACING 39 -- 39
CASSETTE JAM 11 11 --
nTNFR r... ..- rr
TOTAL 592 137 455
A
TOTAL NUMBER OF CELLS SOLDERED: 	 11,504
INITIAL i'2 .tJ DERING YIELD:
	
94.85%
YIELD AFTER REWORK:
	 98.81%
LAMINATION
'i
NUMBER OF MODULES LAMINATED:	 350
^o
YIELD:
	
99.8%*
* This percentage based upon limited runs.
conclusive.
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B. COST ANALYSIS
Appendix A contains the Format A forms for the module assembly
manufacturing process, including the two automated equipment/
process sequences developed under this program. SAMIS analysis
reveals that the module assembly cost is approximately $1.61/pW**
based on an assumed yearly production rate of 2 MW /yr. Table
4 summarizes the program cost goals and actual projected costs. 	 00
As can be seen, the cost goals were not totally met; however,
the use of the automated equipment has resulted in a signifi-
cant cost reduction in actual fact.
At the time this program was proposed as part of the Near Term
Cost Reduction Program* to „he LSA Project, production modules
were primarily fabricated and assembled using hand labor.
In-house analysis by ARCO Solar at that time indicated that
module assembly costs (labor, materials and all other applicable
costs excluding cells) were typically $2.43/pW (1978 dollars).
If this same mode of fabrication were performed during the time
of the automated equipment demonstration (April 1981) the
assembly cost would have increased to approximately $3.15/pW
based on an assumed SAMIS average inflation rate of 9% per
year. Therefore, the development and use of this equipment
has reduced the module assembly cost from $3.15/pW to $1.61/pW.
This represents a very significatn cost reduction of approxi-
mately $1.54/pW (a 49% cost reduction.
* The Near Term Cost Reduction Program was funded as part
of a special funding amendment sponsored by Congressman
Tsongas.
** Based on preliminary data.
1 . VI. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of importance to JPL and LSA program are that a
signficant reduction in solar cell module manufacturing :ost was
achieved, and the state-of-the-art of module assembly manufac-
using equipment was sufficiently automated to permit large scale
low-cost module assembly.
r
M
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APPENDIX A
COLORIMETRIC DETECTION OF ROSIN
TYPE OF TEST:	 Rosin insolation and qualitative
identification using sucrose/sulfuric
acid test.
DESCRIPTION OF TEST: 	 Extract rosin from assembly using
methylene chloride (dichloromethane)
or toluene. Concentrate extract by
forced evaporation. Shake extract with
small amount of concentrated sucrose
solution. After addition of 2-3 drops
of concentrated sulfuric acid, a scarlet
nrl color will 	 t	 s _ ^.... .... ^.. rLl develop LL ros in i s
 present.
tl INTERPRETATION: 	 Detection, limit of rosin is 	 1.Omg/liter
using this test.
0
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FORMAT "A," "B," and "c" FORMS
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'	 '	 8	 FORMAT C — INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION 	 C-t Industry Referent
1 ►T FROM I SION LABORATORY
:M :l'n;tr':'.'ali►0":i:4:,'cold Otto)	 ARCOMOD
t=/
i
•4f
C-2 Descriptive Name of Industry ARCO MODULE COMPANY
C•S INDUSTRY OBJECTIVE Prnr7uco. p1 m;g	 —wai- k'
	
pf1,TnyPr
Ca Units Peak-watts/year
DESCRIPTION OF THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THE INDUSTRY
C6 Reference	 AKMODP Nome Packed modules in carton
G6 Production is Measured in Carton
C-7 Hardware Performance 132 Peak—Watts/carton (Units are C -a per C-6)
C6 ProductDnipnDescription Four 16-2000 Modules in one carton
MAKERS OF THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THE INOUSTnY
C•9 Company Reference MODULECO Market Share
	
100%
Company Reference Market Share
Company Reference Market Share	 JPRE ►ANtO ev GATE
v
J►L 000e •S n 6/e0
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T FQRMAT B	 — COMPANY DESCRIPTION Company Referent
fiat' /ROPLLa10N LANCRAICKY
erll.....1.,411.1, of lot h 	0101P MODULECO
40401 0 4 6 Gt000t Of r pN.4" Colo r }110)
096CRIOTIVi NAMa
SOLAR MODULAR ASSEMBLY
1b) IFinal) Product ( tl Produced PAKMOD,0. W
.........	 ...... 
^(Fina l) Process es) »........PACKG
.....................................
(c) Ideal Ratlolt) with units 25	 Cartonn/Modu^;e
J.	 (b) » IntermeoiatePrgduct (s) » ^MODTEST
(a)
..	 ............
» Procesi (es) 	 »FINT NST .................... ...............................
(o) Ideal Ratio (%) with units 1 Module/Module
2,	 Ib ►
'.......
Intermediate Productls) ............`dt104.bb»
.,.........,..........,.............
(a) ..
	 .	 ...........
» Process (esl
	 » CLEANMOD
................... ...............................
(e) Ideal Ratios ► with units
»
1 Module/Module .. , f
9. (b) Intermedu	 .....ti .
...• F..................k.WQn
la)
•FRAME
........... I .........................
W Ideal Ratio(s) with units 1 Module/Module
4. IN Intermediate Product (11 » • » » »	 »» »	 » » » » » DSPBUTYL
(a) Process (esl
..	 ..................................................
AFIXBTYL
...............................
(c) Ideal yRatio (s) with units 1 Module/Module
5. (b) ' ;n; 'I t 	 Productlsl »
»	
........	 , ..
^HIPOTTEST
	 »
,..... , .... .... . ...............................
(a) Processles ►
HIPOT ........
tc ► Ideal Ratiols) with units 1 Module/Module
8. (b) »....
.	 -
edi >tte, Pro ....
 )..
»	 » »	 »
• + .	 .... '
,.
,	 ..	 •	 . • • • .	 f	
......
+..
DTR.SOLUC ,,,,,,,,	 ,, , ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
(a) Process (es) »ODTERMS
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units 1 Module/Module
7.	 (b) intermediate Product ls)
•
TRMLAM
(a) Proeees)
 .............
ss( ED^TRM 
...... . ....... ............................... I.........
(c ► Ideal Ratio(i) with units
P^SS+PT4CT Module/Module
8.	 (b) Intermediate Productls)
•	 _
POSLMCKT
» ....
	 ..	 ...........^b(a)
^	 ..................... ......................... ,....,
(c) Ideal Rauo (s) with units 1 Module/Module
9. @1 » Intermediate Product(s) »LA.*4CICT »
..............
	
• » •	 »»(a)	 Processlesl TIAM1^^. » .................. ^ » » » ..........................
1c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units
.. ......................................
Purchased Product(s) ............................... 	 .............
Supplier and Percentage
.................................................. ,..............................
Supplier and Percentage ..................................
............................... .
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Fomtat 8: Company Oesaiption (Continued ► - Flnenolsl Parameters
Now In the LSA SAMICS context, leave this page Wank, use default values
of all company financial parameters.
r -r -VII reeve+
a
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Company Referent (From Front Side)
I A♦ RAUI"- dsriulti fret aneLmnrijkM a,nlN tra thew rurnrintad_
8 .1 Percent of Capacity 8.20 Startup Production Fraction
100% 0.038 units/unit
8 .2 iFinandsl) Leverage 0.21 Caah Balance Operation Time
1.2 VS 0.06 yrs.
8.3 Oebt Interest Rate 0.22 Setween Proem Inventory Time
9.25%/yr. 0 yrs.
8 .4 Other Tax Rate 0.23 Fiscal Hours Per Shift
2%1yr, 8 hrsAhift
0 .5 Insurance Rate 8.24 PitaMinutes Pw Flseal Hour
4%lyr. 50 min,/hr.
B-8 Facility LiN B•25 Fisnal Days Par Fiscal Week
40 yrs, 7 days/wk.
9'7 Rate Of Return On Equity B•26 Fiscal Weeks Per Fiscal Year
20%/Yr. 62,1429 wkaJyr,
B•8 Mist. Expense Iasi Percentage Of Revenw 8.27 Closed Weekdays Par Fiscal Year
3% 20 dayslyr.
8-9 Mist. Expense (u) Percentage Of Operating Expaxe 8.28 Working Hours Per Person Per Shift
4% 8 hr%Jpwson/shift
3 . 10 MIM Expense (as) Percentage Of Book Value 8.29 Working Days Per Working Week
O%lyr. 5 dayslwk.
0+11 Facilities Tax Depreciation Method 8.30 Paid Holidays Per Fiscal Year
008 8 days/yr.
8.12 Facilities Book Depreciation Method 8.31 Paid Vacation Days Per Fiscal Year
SL 13.5 days/yr.
8.13 Facilities Inflation Rate Table 8.32 Working Weeks Per Fiscal Yew1975 8.0 • (yr.
	 %/yr.) 62.1429 woks./yr.
8 . 1 Average Paid Absenteeism Days Per Fiscal Year
17.5 dayslyr.
8 .14 Racer Materials Inventory Time 8.34 Seoond Shift Wage Factor
0.04 yrs.*• 1.15 (S/hr.)/(Slhr.)
8.15 Practising Time Multiplier 8.35 Third Shift Wage Factor
1.0 min./min. 1.20 (S/hr.)/(S/hr.)
13 . 16 finished Goods inventory Time 8.36 Fourth Shift Wage Factor
0.04 yes. 1.20 (S/hr.)AS/hr.)
0 . 17 accounts Receivable Turnover Time B•37 Number Of Shifts Per Day
0.10 yrs. 3 shiftslday
B .18 Accounts Payable Turnover Tinw 8.38 Facilities (Construction) Contingency Percentage
0.09 yrs. 15%
B • t9 Startup Direct Commodity Usage Fraction 8.39 Eo-Iipmant Contingency Pacentegt
1.25 units/unit 15%
e
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IN (Final) Produet(sl Produced/Y^. ...	 . •	 .	 ............ p .......... • . .......... 	 ..... ............................... f
(e) (Final) Process(es)
(cl Ideal Ratio (s) with units 1 Module/Module
1.	 (b)
... . •
ASMMOD .......
•	 ,	 .. .
...............................
(a) Proc"SIC l ASLMMOD
(c) Ideal Ratio (%) with units
....	 ...................
]. Madu^	 J,Mgc t ,cg„ ....
2.	 Ibl
.	 ......taPto	 ...................
Inttrmadlete	 roduct(sl CItCLA S, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,,,,,,,,,,,, ,
(U ^ procest (es) „.,"..•• GLWASH^,•.••.,
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with unit:........ , ........... le/Mode q .. , .. ., ..	 .....1—Modu
8. Ib) , intermeduta Product (tI
. .....
•PIaELMCKT
(e) Process(es) PRLAMCT
............... ..... ...............................
(c) Ideal Ratio (s) with units........ 	 .... ... Mo«u] a/rioaul^.], _	
......
4.	 (b) Intermediate Product(s)
.	 ...
^SODMODCK R
lei
Prvccssl") < .......... TASOD ....... . ...... , ...... , , ............,
^•y
.1.....M. , . .
^^
.y(.........
(e) Ideal Rabo(%) with units	 ... .. ..	 `., .. ,.. 
..•	 ... .. ..1.RT^.iQTp....•
5, (ol Intermaduu Product(%) . • CKTSU13TA^
(a)
................
• Procau (es) TACKTSUB
.................. ...............................
(el Ideal R atio(s) wim units 3.Q 3
.0 3CELLCMCELL.... r .0	 . .
8. lbl ,• interm 	 roduct(%) 	• ,	 • +	 $("	 S • 
III Procesi ( a%1 CELSTSOD
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units 1 Cell/Cell
7.	 (b) in termeduta Product ( ► ) SOD PACE LL
(a)
.....I ................
Process(es) SPSP ••	 ........................ •••••••.•••••••••••,••••••,•
(c) Ideal Ratio($) with units
.......
8.	 (b)
..	 . ........
Intermedlatc Product( %)
.......,. 
.............................................
............................ ...............................
(a) Process(as)
...............................
(c) Ideal RattoW with units
9.	 lb) intermeduta Product(s) ,
(a) .... Process(es)
..	 ...... .................................. ............................q..
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units
Purc
c 
hased Producs(s)
..	 .	 ....................
....	 ..... ........................................... ...............................
Supplier and Percentage
............................... I.................•
Supplier and Percentage
...................................................... ...............................
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Ftnanolal Parameters	 Felts ,,.®...of ,.....
Notes in the LSA SAMICS context, Iaavo this pipe blank; use default vaivas
of all company finoeeisl paramours.
Company Referent (From Front SIM ._.
.yq.^ pr..n..r. q.^..v..r ^.... ^.. w.^w..^.. ^..... .._ ..._....... _.-.....__
8 .1 Permit of Camsity 0.20 Startup Produotion loraotion
100% OAU units/unit
8 ,2 (Firunaiall Lovefape 6"21 Cash Solanes Operation Tkno
1.20 0.05 yrs.
:x.
8"3 Debt interest Rata 5"22 8etwraon Pro" Inventory Time
9.25%/ys. 0 yrs.
84 Other Tax Rota 8"23 Fkaal Hours Par Shift
Mr. 6 hrOhift
C-5 Imumnoo Rate 5.24 Fiscal Minutes Par Fiscal Hour
4%/yr. 60 min./hr.
0-0 Fooklity Lib 8"25 Fiscal Days Pet Fkcal Week
40 yrs. 7 days/wk.
8.7 Rate Of Return On Equity 0"28 Fiscal Weeks For Fiscal Yew
^1yr, 64,1129 vela./yr.
8"8 Misc. Expense (a) Percents" Of Rownuo 8.27 Closed Weekdays Pot Fl" Year
3% 20 dayslyr.
114 Mile. Ex panu Uol Porcanta" Of Op noting Expense 8.28 Working Hours Per Pervert For Shift
4% 5 hrt,/porwn/shift
8"10 Mice. Expomo (oil Porcon" Of Book Value 5"29 Working Days Per Working Weak
Myr. 6 dayslwk.
8-11 Faekiftits Tax Otpreciation Mothod 5.30 Paid Holidays Pet FkW Year
005 8 dayslyr.
8 .12 Faciiitios Book Depreciation Method 8.31 Paid Vacation Days Per Fiscal Year
St. 13.6 days/yr.
0"13 Fwlitin inflation Rota Table 5.32 Working Wocks Par Fiscal Yew
1975 5,0 + (yr.	 Mr.) 62.1429 wks./yr.
5-33 Average Paid Absontooiun Days Per Fiscal Year
17.5 days/yr.
6.14 Raw Materials Inventory Time 5.34 8aoand Shift Wage Factor
0.04 yrs.'. 1.15 (S/hr.)/(S/hr.)
845 Proecuing Time Multiplier 5.35 Third Shift Wags Factor
1.0 m ►nJmin. 1.201$/hr.)A$/hr.)
8"18 Finished Goods Inventory Time 8.38 Fourth Shift Wags Factor
0,04 yrs. 1.20 (Sfhr.)AMr.)
6" 17 Accounts Receivable Turnover Time B-37 Number Of Shifts Pot Day
0.10 yrs. 3 shifU/day
8. 18 Accounts Payable Turnover Time 8.38 Focilitia (Construction) Contingency Percents"
0.09 yrs. 16%
5-19 Startup Direct Commodity Usage Fraction 8"39 Equiprront Contingency Percentage
1.25 units/unit 15%
A
ncvcrukc akoc art noses R Sere
kI
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OF P^^^^;t3tTY
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING ITNf)U5TRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page
.,1 of 2
FORMAT A	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION	 Aqt Prowsa ( RNetenHO T theft 1, 1114141 cAhenATOnT	
SPSPPa,. +-.nab tr !lnH N TI,^rNIr ►rM.r) 0#4 Goo Do I P*iodN+ e0w 111M)
Now Nemec given in breokou ( J w the rtamas of proem Attributes
reewested by the SAMIS computer brortem.
A-2 (Descri ptive. Nime) of Process	 Scraan print moldar 12aste
PART 1 — PRODUCiT DESCRIPTION
A,3	 (Product. Relations)
	
SODPACELL
A4 Descriptive Nime ( Product , NemeJ Solder paste ^rintad cell
A ,6	 Unit Of Momute (Product, Units) 	 Call
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS r 5
A4
	
(Output. Rate) (Not Thru put) -	 2 2 r 7 9 0 A 2 5 Units (given on line Ada) Per Operating Minute
A-7	 (Inptoc"s. Inventory, Time) 	 6 .05 4 95 4 8 Colander Minutes (Used only to compute
A C h +f f5 A A !`	 I::^Y. irw^ia' iiiyntVrj'7
A-D	 (Duty . Cycle(	 4, .°	 :4 0 ° V 7 ;) 	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
3
A4a INumbtr. 01. -alu, Per. Day) Shifts
N ,Sb (Personnel, lntegtriaatian . Owildt. Switch]	 Off (Off or On)
PART 3 — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS 	 ( Machine Description)
PAPRINTER CSTAMER	 CFURNACE
X9	 Component [Referent)
A-go Com ponent ( Descriptive. Name)	 Printer Stacker	 Furnace
1979 19 79	 197 9A• 10 Bast Year For Equi pment Prices (Price. Year)
A • i I	 (Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought. Table) 	 1 25000 20000 	 31.000(Number Of and $ Per Component)
7 7	 7A-12 Anticipated (Useful. Life( (Years)
A•13 (Salvage. Value) IS Per Component)
	
0 0	 0
A, 14 (Removal. And. installation. Coil( WComponent) 	 1500 200 	 2500
Note: The SAM IS computer program alto prompts for the (Payment. Float, Interval), the (Inflation. Rite. Table). the
(Equipment, Tax. Depreciation. Method], and the ( Equipment. Book. Depreciation, Method(. In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1976 6.0 r ), DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a refarence to a footnote.)
J► t, 3037 a R Me
AL
(uprodwAl ww (utility. Or. Commodity ululromentl
A•20 A•22
	 A-23
C&t#" Numbsr Amount Required(li;xpeM Item Per Moehlna Par Minute
	 Units
Raferent) (Amount. Par. Cye1a)
010328 kwnjmin
3:0C.20320
PART 6.-INTRA • INDUSTRY PRODUCT(8) REOUIREO
r
OF POOR QUAIAT
Fwmot A., Prooees Oosoriptierl (Continued) 	 Pop . C —of 26—
A-15 lar"m Referent (Fram From Side Line A-1) SPSP
rArs r A -r Vlnsbr nu%awinam u n is von Tlwb(7117i 11 I1".IIiI.H MIl I'litlA.r witIla r n II	 . r. --..—f(Fwllity. Or. Pononrnl Requirement)
A-10	 A-18	 AAA	 AM
	
Cst&W Numlow	 Amount Required
	
(Ext>rnse Item	 For Me411fw (hr llhifd	 Units	 Ragudramom O#WptW or Nome
Rewent)
	
(Amount. Per. Moohlnel
	
A2 0 9 6D
	 3	 . A9 	 Iiass^ac.tla527- ^....^ ^ aaaalki.,t parr.
PART III DIRCCT REQUIR IMUM FIR MACHINI PER MINUT9 VKMIS VIII utt first for gyprgdu UI
0
A•21
t	 R"W[wom Dayorlptton or N2rn.
2:3.a ff. -riC:yt__
....5 amass
	
soV0 a
)
AP24	 A•28	 A•28
	
A•27
	 X25(Required. Product)
	
(Yialdl'
	
Waal, Ratio) 0' Of(Rafe n"I	 (%)	 Units Outfunits In 	 Unity
 Of A-26"'°•
	 Product Name
SQ,OPA99LId
64 11
"100% minus pernntspa of required product lost In this procew.
"Alaums 100% yield hm.
""Examples: ModulWCall or GIIs/Wafer,
ROVCASI0102 J04 L30374 R #M
L.
OF Pooj6 QUA6'i Y
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS	 Page 1 of 2
0	 FORMAT A	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION	 A•1 Process (Referent)
sr rnort t ataw t.ARORATORT
f.G
r
 fnau l .un,w d Tn A.d.fi
40W OA Gro s* Do r.,.b... cold 1 1 1111.1 	 CELSTSOD
Note: Names given In brackets I I are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS com puter program.
Cell String SolderingA•2	 (Descriptive. Name) of Process
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A•3	 (Product. Refetant)	 SCIS
A•4	 Descriptive Name (Product, Namel	 Solder	 Cell	 Into String
A•5	 Unit Of Measure (Product, Units)	 Cell	 CT:
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
14.66324- 1..5 10SS
A-6	 (Output, Hotel (Not Thruput) _ Units (given on line A•6) Per Operating Minute
A,7
	 [Inprocess, Inventory, Time]
	
6. 5986108 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
.875 In•process inventory)
A•B	 (Duty. Cycle) Operating Minutes Per Minute
A•Ba (Number. Of, Shifts. Per, Day) 	 3 Shifts
A•Bb (Personnel, Integeri:ation, Override. Switch) 	 Off IOU or On)
PART 3 — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS 	 (Machine Description)
STRGSODA•9	 Component (Referent)
String SolderA-ga Component ( Descriptive. Namel
A•10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price, Yearl 	 1 980
A-li	 (Purchase, Cost, Vs, Quantity, Bought. Tablej	 „•,2 5 0, 000 (Number Of and S Per Component)
7
A • 12 Antici pated (Useful. Life) (Years)
A• 13 (Salvage, Valuel I$ Per Component)
A•14 (Removal, And, Installation. Cost) (S/Component)	 =: l 0 r 000
Note: The SAMIS computer program also prompu for the (Payment. Float. Interval) , the (Inflation. Rate. Tablel , the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation. Method), and the (Equipment. Book. Depreciation. Methodl. In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975 6.0 O r DDB, and SL, (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
00
JPt. 3037 3 n 6180
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (1 3 soilitW1 OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (ParwnnN)
(Facility. Or. Penannei Requiremene(
A•16 A-16	 A•10 A-17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expame Itorn Per Machine (Par Shift) 	 Units Rpulrament Description or NameReferent) (Amount. Per. Mac ine]
PART S — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE (SAMIS will ask fiat for Byproducts)
[Byproduct) and (Utility. Or. Commodity Requirement)
A-20 Ar27
	 A•23 A•21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Pei Aa thine Per Minute
	 Units I	 Requirement Description or NameRef.rmt) (Amount. Per. Cycle) '
C1032B .1242833
	 kWh/min McCtriCity_
EMU— 38.255	 GR/mIn _
	
_ '^r, ntgrc9LI gQ `zna R boon
PART 6 — INTRA• iNDUSTRY PRODUCT (S) REQUIRED
A•24 A•28	 A•26 A•27	 A•25(Required. Product) (Yield ► •	 (Ideal. Ratio]" Of(Reference) 1%)	 Unite Out/Units In Units Of A•26"'	 Product Name
SODPACELL 1/33 CELLCK/CELL	 SCZ6
1. 
MKF^ACD ell - DAta
'100% minus percentage of required product lost In this process,
"Assume 100% yield here.
'Examples; Modules/Cell or Calls/Wafer.
r
PAGE 13
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peg='t3 Q10A ITY
Format A! ?roans Description (Continued)
	 Page ..2..of-2_..
A•16 Pro" Referent (From Front Side Line A-1)
	
CELST$QD
A
nil aWst atoll jrt, 30314 A %no
r
A
(d^
t#
i
i
t#2.:.r
LjF poUtt QUALI d'Y
M	 ^OLR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page 1 of
8 	 FORMAT A — PROCESS DESCRIPTION	 q.i Process (Referent)
1r'r 1*040 ►1'1,1104 LAnOKATOKY
t..,,,.,, of To, 4441411
	 TACKTSUB
.NIA 0.1 Gr.r.Or / ►.ulfu cAr ft IN
Note. Names given in brackets ( I are the names of process attributes
reouested by the SAMIS computer program.
A.2	 [Descriptive, Name] of Process Turn Around	 CKT Sub-Assembly
PART 1 —PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A-3	 (Product. Referent) CKTSUBTA
A-4	 Descriptive Name ( Product. Name)	 CKT	 sub	 turn around
A^6	 Unit Of Measure (Product, Units)	 SUBCKT
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
10
A, B	 (Output, Rate) INot Thruput) Units (given on line A •6) Per Operating Minute
A•7	 (Inprocess. Inventory, Timel	 ,_,	 • l Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
' 8 7 5
improcess inventory)
A-8	 (Duty, Cycle) Operating Minutes Per Minute
3A-Ba	 (Number. Of, Shifts, Per, Day] Shifts
A . Bb (Personnel, IntegeWation.Override. Swltchl	 Off (Off or On)
PART 3 —EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS 	 (Machine Description)
A•9	 Component (Referent)
	
TAMACH ^_
A .9a Component (Descriptive, Namel
	
CKT	 TA Machine
A• 10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Yearl 	 19 8 0
A-11	 (Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought, Table)	 200 0 0 (Number Of and $ Per Component)
— ---- ---
A-12 Antici pated (useful. L1fel (Years)
	 7
A•13 (Salvage. Value) (S Per Component)
	
10
500A•14 (Removal, And. Installation, Cost) ( S/Component)
Note: The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float, Interval], the (Inflation. Rate. Table), the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation. Method), and the (Equipment. Book. Depreciation. Method) , In the LSA SAMICS context.
use 0,0, (1975 6.0 •), DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
J►L 3031 S R e/e0
1	
i
i*
Or.IGIDJAL	 IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Format A: Process Description (Continued)	 Pape 2 Of
A-I5 Process Ratarant ( From Front Side Line A•t) 	 TACKTSUB
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (FeWilda) OR PER MACHINE PFR SHIFT (Parannell
(Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement(
A•14	 A•16	 A•14 A•17
Cstslog Numbef	 Amount RWulitd(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Unite Requirement Oncriptlon or Nana
Referent)
	
(Amoure. Per. Machine)
A2096D	 27.5
	 Scrrt Manufagtur ng, Sparg.
33 72217 	 '	 Ars°ns/51I.12t
_
OpAra	 r ^rr^^7^^^Ar•k .xtla
PART B — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE (SAM IS will ash tint for ByproduouI
(BY'rfoduct) wW (Utility. Or. Commodity Requimmant)
A-20	 A•22	 A•23 A-21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item
	
Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units I	 Requirement Description or New
Referent)	 (Amount. Per. Cyc4)
C1032B	 .1	 ISWh/min
PART 5 -. iNTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED
A•24	 A•28	 A-20 A•27	 A•25
'(Required. Proru,st)
	
(Yleld)'	 (ideal. Rctio) ° ' Of
(Referin-mi	 N	 Units OutiUnits In Units Of A •26 00 '	 Product Name
100	 1 SUBCKT	 _ TSUBTA
MP^AFt) er o^ra
0 100% minus pry-o,,ntspa of rWc red product lost in this process.
"'Assurrw 100%yieldhafv.
'Examples: ModuleVCcllorC• .iWafor.
ANWA59 5109 JFt.45477^5 R SMO
OF POOR QUALITY
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS	 Page l of.^..
8	 FORMAT A	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION	 A.1 Process (Referent)
! ►T "o ► ,4,111" LABORATORY /^fJdnr.0 ►nlg H ► { Tn A.N.O	 1ASOD
rtl l N1 od r%r.li Dr r Ilnlru, Cdd pile)
Nate: Names given In brackets I I are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS com puter program.
A •2	 (Descriptive. Name( of Process 	 Turn around	 soldering
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A•3	 (Product. Referent]
	
SODMODCK
Solder several string s togetherA•4	 Descriptive Name (Product. Name)
ModuleA•6	 Unit Of Measure (Product, Units(
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
1.155A4	 (Output. Rate) (Not Thruput) Units (given on line A •6) Per Operating Minute
A•7	 (Inprocess, Inventory. Timal	 103.5 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compu!e
.9375  in•procass inventory)A•8	 (Duty, Cyclal Operating Minutes Per Minute
3A-Ba	 (Number. Of. Shifts. Per. Da$ j Shifts
A•8b (Personnel. Integenzation, Override. Switch) 	 Off (Off or On)
PART 3 —EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS	 (Machine Description)
A•9	 Component (Referent) TABECH
A •9a Component ( Descriptive. Name)	 Bench
A•10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Year)	 1980
A•11	 (Purchase. Cost. Vs, Quantity. Bought. Table) 	 30 0 0 (Number Of and S Per Component)
A•12 Anticipated (Useful. Life) (Years)
	 7
9A• 13 (Salvage. Valuel ($ Per Compom rit)
A•14 (Removal, And. Installation. Cost) ($/Component)
	
500
Note: The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float. Interval) , the (inflation, Rate. Table] , the
[Equipment. Tax. Depreciation. Method), and the (Equipment, Book. Depreciation. Method). In the LSA SAM ► CS context,
use 0,0, (1976 8.0 •), DDB, and SL, (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
# 3
,
Jr'L 3037 S n 61,'80
L	 A__
ORIGM
®F Pd
Format A: Process Description (Continued)	 Page 2 Of 2
A•15 Proceu Referent (Front Front Side Line A-11
	 TASOD
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT ( Personnall
(Facility. Or. Perwnrnl Requirement)
A•16 A-18	 A•10	 A•17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units	 Requirement Detcriptionn or Nano
Referent) (Amount. Per. Machine)
A2096D 35.5	 S Ft	 Manufactur ncr s ac
'—'B"303"2D I.0	 ersOn	 t	 AssembT,Q r, V. 1 P t- trn n , ntz
PART 6 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE 	 (SAM IS will ask first for Byproducts)
(Byproduct) and (Utility. Or. Commodity Requirement)
A•20 A•22	 A•23	 A•21
(Expense Item Per Machu» Per Minute 	 Unitt	 Requirement Description or Name
Referent) (Amount. Per. Cycle)
C
.
1
,0033.2 B .002	 kWh/min 	ElectricityE 1 Q 3 5 D—
.00
	 L111^J V e.
....r^^ '
tree+
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED
A•24 A•28	 A•26	 A,27	 A•2S(Required. Product
 (Yield) "	 (ldeal. P,atio)" Of
(Referencri i%)	 Units Clut/Unitr. In	 Uniu Of A-26 11 °"	 Product N:rt
SCZS
KT"9US=
100	 1	 MODULE/CELLCK	 SODMODCK
-T= —"r—	 (T^
r'neMN:D NY OATt
100% minus percentage of required product lost in this process.
"Auume 100% yield here.
'"'Exampin: Modules/Coll or Celk/Watec.
R*VEROa SIDE JPL30374 R Stoo
r
#4
OI ICs':71A , P, nrZ 13
OF POOR QUALITY
J__!LAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page,	 of 2
FORMAT A --' PROCESS DESCRIPTION 	 A.1 Proom (Referent)....
arY ►RO ►1'I 5104 LABORATORY
p dp., w lannu 0 r..A.Nrrr	 PRLAMCT4 0"nQ.1 G^.l• W /I'^wl.u. C.t,l lIIOy
Note: Names given in brackets I I are the names of process attributes
requeswIl uy mw Onmia cvm Nu.c, F,wy,rn,.
A•2 (Desc • iptive.Namelof Process Prelamination CKT test
PART f —PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A•3 (Product, Referent)
	
PRELMCKT
A-t Descri ptive Nam (Product. Name) Test Ckt for being fully operable
A-S Unit Of Measure (Product, Units) Module
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A-6 (Output, Ratal (Not Thruput) 	 1 . 33333
A-7 (inproeess. ir5veniory, T it-Tiv{	 17.25	 Calendar Minutes (Used onl y to compute
In-process inventory)
A-8 (Duty. Cycle)	 ' g 7 5	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
AZa (Number. 01. Shifts, Per. Dayl	 3	 Shifts
m , 8b (Personnel.Integenzation. Override. Switchl	 Off	 (Off or On)
Units (given on line A-51 Per Operating Minute
A
PART 0 —EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A-9 Component (Referentj	 XENON
Generator
A-go Component ( Descri ptive. Name)
A•10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price, Year)	 19 79
A-11	 (Purehate. Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought. Table) 4500 (Number Oland $ Per Component)
A-12 Antici pated (useful, Life) (Years) 7
A-13 (Salvage. Valuel (S Per Component) 100 0
A-14 (Removal. And. Installation. Cost) ( S /Component)	 _ 500 
Gauge	 I
197 9
2906 1
500
250
Note:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts Or the (Payment. Float. Interval), the (inflation. Rato,'fable), the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation. Method) , and the (Equipment. Book. Depreciation. Method) . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0. ( 1075 6 .0 •), 008, and SL. ( The astensk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
01. 7037 3 R 5N0
.\
0RIG. IA  P A	 G.a
OF POOR QUALITY
Format A: Proms Description (Continued) 	 Pape —Lot 2
A•18 Process Referent ( From Front Side Line A-II
	
PRLAMCT
PART 4 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE ( Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Pwwr* )
(Facility. Or. Personnel Requirementl
A-18 A•18	 A•19 A•17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expento Item Per Machine (Per Shift)
	 Units Requirement Description or Name
Referent) (Amount` Per. Machlne l
13313ZIJ _.__	 " ._-- her o g/Shlg
Manua AArl}riU^!
	 >28h^^,..
-	
.
PARTS — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE (SAM 15 will ask first for Byproducts)
(Byproduct) and (Utility. Or. Commodity Requlrementl
A•20 A•22	 A•23 A•21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Exwrxe Itortt Per ! 1	 llrx Per LI.^ .: tom	 Un,N 1	 Roqukiff*m Description or frame
Referent) (Amount. Per. Cycle)
C1032B .166666	 kWh/min Electricity
PART 8 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED
A •24 A•28	 A•20 A•27	 A•26(Required. Productl (YIEId) 	 (Ideal. Ratio) '• Of(Reftrrnce) (%)
	
Units Out/Units In Units Of A•28' 1 '	 Product Name
SODMODCK .gg5	 1/1
	 MODULE/MODULE	 PRELMCK
PREPARED nY pArE
* 100% minus pifewage of trigquired product IDtt In this process.
"Assume 100% yield hers.
"'Exsmpin: ModulesiColl or GUt/Wafet.
AIWASe SeOa dPL 303741 R Ono
f5
OF E)OO!
•	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY GUSTIN G STANDARDS	 Page a• of .
B	 , y:	 FORMAT A --PROCESS DESCRIPTION 	 A li Process ( 19Nerent)
arT PRp Fl 1 eloN LABORATORY
r;,, wo ).,,:solos Ta ++ N.ry	 GLSWASH40 1 M1 p.1 6,000 Of / PoW#-. C#11 1 file)
Note: Names given in brackets ( I are the namer of process attributor
reauested by the SAMIS com puter orcaram.
:.
A•2 (Descriptive. Name) ofProcas Glass washing
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A•3 (Product. Referent) GLMASS
A4 Descriptive Name ( Product . Name) Wash 1 1 X4 1 Pane Of glass
A-5 Unit Of Measure (Product, Units)	 Glass
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
	 Loss not conE ere in output
A•5 (Output. Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 0.5
	 Units (given on line A•5) Per Operating Minute
A-7 (Inprocess. Inventory. Time(
	
160
	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
0 . 83174603     	 improcess inventory)A & (Duty. Cycle)Operating Minutes Per Minute
A4a (Number. Of. Shifts. Per. Day)
	 3	 Shifts
A^Bb (Personnel. Integewatlon. Override. Switch)
	
Off	 (Off or On)
PART 3 — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A•9 Component (Referent)
	
GLASWASH
A•9a Component ( Descriptive, Name)
	
Glass washing
A•10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Year)
	
1980
A-11 (Purchase. Cost. Vs. Ouantity. Bought. Table)
	
17 000   (Number Of and $ Per Component)
	 ,.
A•12 Antiei p med (Useful. Life) (Years)
	 7
A• 13 (Salvage. Value) (5 Per Component)
	 0
A•14 (Removal. And. Installation. Cost) WComponent)
	
50 0
Note:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float. Intervall, the (Inflation. Rate. Table), the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation, Method), and the (Equipment. Book. Depreciation. Method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0,0, (1975 6.0 •), DDB, and $L. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
00
JPt. 3037 5 n s/e0
At
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Format A: Process Description (Continued)	 P19e.2...Of..2
A•15 Proem Referent (From Front Side Lirm A• 0	 QgWAgH
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE ( Pswilo") OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT ( Personnel)
(Facility. Oi, Personnel Requirement)
A•18 A-i5	 A•12 A•17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units Requirement Doserlptlon or Nome
Referent) (Amount, Per. Machine)
A2096D 336	 SgFt Manufacturing S ace
"B3'Ta'Z17_'" `..:"'Z.0.." ` Personal r1 rc 	..PA	 -
PARTS — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE	 (SAMIS will ask first for Byproducts)
(Byproduct) and (Utility. Or, Commodity Requirement)
A-20 A•22	 A•23 A•21
Walog Number Amount Required
(Exptm Item Per Machine Per Minute	 Units I	 Requirement Description (* Nemi
Referent) (Amount. Per, Cycle)
C1032H .10564055	 kWh/mini
—
Electricitl	 8.5 HP
C101613
sLd
016 729589	 Cut t
—=^._ 1ri q T n
00069986838	 A
—wa-t-er—CLOM115UTC
...^1 ^3.	 1A CIA X
ECD1I-D,
ff"BU
PART 5 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED
A•24 A•28	 A-26 A•27	 A•25
(Required. Product) (Yleld( 	 (Ideal. Ratio)'" Of
(Reference) (%)	 Units Out/Untts In Units Of A•28'"' 	 Product Name
PRCFARCO NY OATC
"100% minus peretntage of required product loft in this process.
"Assume 100% yield here.
*"Examples: Modules/Coil or U Wafet.
A
RtVtRaa Shia JPL30374 R 4100
1
]J
__I/
#5.5
'F [ }
fl i4 - i 1' - ,1-1
4
CA SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANUARPS 	 P 	 91 2
FORMAT A 	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION A•i Process(Refefentl
T Pxa ►1 WON LANOMATORT
=,1,,,,, l,l. „r Tr,.,N,s, ASLMMODy11,M) 001 Gfel1 a I III^(IN bad !11 %1
Note: Names given in brackets I ) are th e nemes of pnwete attrlbutet
requested by the SAMIS com puter program.
r
A,2 IDascli ptive. Name) of Process Afssembl.o l„81t1iI1a,'1 ign Tngdule
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A,3	 (Product, Referent)	 ASNIMOD
Amt	 Descriptive Name (Product. Name)	 Assembled module
A ,$
	
Unit Of Measure (Product, Units) 	 Module
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A,6	 (Output. Ratel (Not Thruput) 	 .33333 Units (given on line A , 61 Par Operating Minute
A-1	 (inprocess. Inventory. Time) Calendar Minutes (Used only to computein-process invenmry)
A-0	 (Duty. Cycle)	 . 8 75 Operating Minutes Per Minute
A4s (Number. Of. Shifts. Per, Day)
	 3 Shifts
XBb ( Personnel. Integentation, Override. Switch) Off (Off or On)
PART 3 P EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS 	 (Machine Description)
A-9	 Component (Referentl
	
ATOMCIIAM
X9a Component ( Descriptive. Name)	 Ball	 Chamber
A•10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Year) 	 19 8 0
A-i I	 (Purchase. Cast. Vs. Quantit y . Bought, Tablel	 1 5 000 0 (Number Of and S Per Component)
A• 12 Antici pated (Useful. Life) (Years)
	
7
0A•13 (Salvage, Vsluel IS Per Component)
A-14 (Removal, And. Installation. Cost) (5/Component)	 1000
Note:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float. intervall , the (Inflation. Rate. Table), the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation. Mathodl, and the ( Equipment. Book. Depreciation. Method), In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0,0, 0975 6.0 •), DDB, and SL. (The ustensk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
to
I
JPL 3037 S n 5/e0
ra.
Of
Fermat A; Process Desaiption (Continued)	 Pate 2' of 2
A•16 Proeese Refstant tP'rem Front Side Line A•1)	 ASTAMOD
T41-  CIRECT REQUIREMENTS PAR MACHINE 1Peoilittas) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT	 ►
(Feallty.Or. Personf* Requirement)
A-16 A•10	 Mio A•17
Wslot Number ArrwAt Re"Ired
(fExpeme item Per Maehine (Per Bhltt)
	 Unite Requirement Desorlptlon or NameRefefent ► (Amount. Per. Medtlna)
A2096D 851.35937
	 S FM
B308013
I
PARTS —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
	 (SAMIS WIl ash Hnrt for ttypmdum)
(Byproduct) and (Utility. Or. Commodity Requirement)
A•20 A•22
	
A-23 A•21
Catalog Number Amount Required(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute
	 Units Requlfomsnt Description or Name
Referent) (Amount. Per. Cycle)
clV314D x,.8331742	 kwn '1,11. n Electricity t^etrici y
1 ,S^Ei3 _
PART 6—INTRA•INDUSTRYPRODUCT(S) REQUIRED
A•24 A•26	 A•26	 A•27 A•25(Required. Product) (Yield)"	 (Ideal. Ratiol
	
O(Reference) (%► 	 Units Out/Unlu In	 Unite Of A•25 1•• 	Product Name
^CLGL^ASS „ .0	 141
	MODULE
^., 
	
T11	 loR5I5 LB
GLASS	 ASMMOD
MfMTEO eY pATe
"100% minus percentage of required product lost In this process.
• •Auume 100% yield hers.
*"Examples: Module C*Il or Calls/Wafer.
Asyc Ass slo g ^303741 A Mo
0 6r
*SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURINGINDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page	 of 2
FORMAT A ^-- PROCESS OESCRIPTION A 1 Proeees IReferentl
►t tlt•N tANnATeNY^^^
.N K+(7M Gwr a Or / h wrH 60 Was
Note+ Nam" given in brackets I I ate the names of Pro" attributes
rtoutsted b y the SAMIS corriouter proof am.
Al (get+mpnvo. Nam#) of Prtscess	 770877 t:ir"Mimt
^aaeease77nation
PART 1- PRODUCT DESCRI PT ION
A-3	 !Product, Referentl
	
LAMCKT
A,t Descr ip tive Name (Product, Name) Lamination of cell circuit to glans super
eras
A=S	 Unit Of Measure (Product. Unit s)	 Module
PART 	 -PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A ,6
	
(Output. Rate) tNot Thruput)
	
28858131.88 .5% LossUnits (given on line Al) Per Operating Minute
Aa7
	
(Inprocess, Inventory. Time)
	 ^'	 ' 
58 33 3 Calendar Minutes !Used only to computn_
A 0
	 (Outs. Cvelt)	 087 5
(n ,process inventory)
Operating Minutes Per Minute
A-& (Numb4t . Of. Shrfm Per. Day)
	
3 Shifts
Alb (Personnel.Inteoentation. Override. Switch)
	
Cif (Off or On)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS 	 (Machine Description)
A ,0	 Component ( Referent)
	
LACHAMB
Lam chamber
A ,Q& Component (Descriptive. Name)
A • 10 Safe Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Yearl	 1980
A=11
	
(Purchase. Cost. Vs. Ouantity. Bought. Table)	 2,000 00    
INumber Of and S Par Component)
7A• 12 Anticipated (Useful. Life) (Years) _.	 ._.,^....,
A-19 (Salvage. Valua) (S Per Component)
	
0
A44 (Removal And. Installation. Cost) M/Component) 	 250 0
Note ,	The SAMIS computer program also prom pts for the (Pa yment. Float. Interval), the (inflation. Hate. Tablel, the
{Equipment. Tax. Depreciation, Method) , and the (Equipment. Book. Depreciation. Methodl. In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, 0975 8.0 s ), DDB, and $L. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote )
JPL 30373 n Otto
}a
Format A: Proone Dewrill wrl (Cwtinued)	 Pegs ..2..Of.,2 ..
A•1I Prom Aeterent (From Front tide tine A•t)
	
LAMMQD
PART 4 -^ DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PIR MACHINE (FiWs ttesi OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Hrea ")
(FwIlty.Or. Penenrwl Requirement)
A•15	 A-10	 A.19
	
A•17
Cauioq Number	 Amount Mmlr+ed
(axpmw Item	 Pet Machine (Per shim	 Units	 Requirement Dssorfption or NameReferentl
	
(Amount. Per. Mechlnel
A2096D	 647.22222	 Sort	 Manufactgring8303	 2.0	 F SZ 1ft age . el;> Qn	 ro
..........w+.wsrn
PART 5 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE (SAMW will ask first for Dyproducul(Byproduct) and (Utility. O r. Commodity Requirement)
A•20	 A•22
	 A•23	 A-21
Catalog Number
	 Amount Required(axperne itl m
	Per Machine For Minute	 Units	 1	 Requirement O"wiption or Nam+Referent)
	
(Amount. Per. Cycle)
C!0328	 .29
	 kWh min	 Electricity
0 02 1928021 Sh	 ,	 Rilhbor ,yth
PART I — iNTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCTISI REQUIRID
A-2+4 A•28 A-2E A•27	 A-25(Required. Product) (Yield) ` (Ideal, Ratiol 00 Of(Reference) 1%) Units Out/Uniu In Units Of A,25`1	?rat Norm
ASMMOD
 1.00 1/1 MODULE MODULE	 LAMCKT
0 100% minus percentage of required product lost In this process.
"Auume IW%Yield hen.
"'Examples; ModuleVCell or Celis/wefer.
n9v9ne9 8109 01.30374 n sne
F",
a
d r y>• 
Or
OF pOOR QUALITY
11 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS	 page 1 of 
2
FORMAT A — PROCESS DESCRIPTION A•1 Process (Raiorent)
)VT PROPULSION LARORATORT
CAI—es to, a^u rl TriA.flrrr
♦ Nall O.1 G,IrrOr / ►e..Ir.r. CAF 9110)	 POSLAMCT
Note: Names given In bracketi ( I are that names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS computer program.
A•2	 (Desc.iptive. Name) of Process Post	 lamination c ircuit test
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A,3	 (Product. Referent) 	 POSLMCKT
A4	 Descriptive Nama ( Product. Name)	 Test	 circuit for being fully operable
A•5	 Unit Of Measure (Product, Units)	 Module
PART 2 -- PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A•6	 (Output. Rate) (Not Thruput)	 1.33333 Units (given on line A•5) Per Operating Minute
17e25A•7	 (lnprocess, Inventory. Times Calendar Minutes ;Used only to compute
A-8	 (Duty, Cycle)	 .87 5
(n•processInventory)
Operating Minutes Per Minute
AZ& (Number, Of. Shifts. Per, Day) 	 3 Shifts
A•8b (Personnel, Integerization, Ovenida. Switch)
	 Off „— (Off or On)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS
	 (Machine Descriptio(j)
A•9	 Component (Referent)
	
XENON
A•9a Component ( Descriptive, Name]
	
Generator	 r
A •10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Year) 	 1979
A,11	 (Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity, Bought. Table)
	
4500(Number Of and $ Per Component)
A•12 Antici pated (Useful. Life) (Years)
	 7
A•13 (Salvage, Value] (5 Per Component) 	 10 00
A•14 (Removal, And. Installation. Cost) (S/Component)
	
5 00 
Note: The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float. Interv;.+(, the (Inflation. Rate. Tabis), the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation, Method), and thn ( Lquipment. Nook. Depreciation. Me thod). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975 6.0 •), DDB, and SL. IThe asterisk Is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
JFL 3077 5 A 8180
#7
6
OknBmiM PAGE
of POOR QUALITY
roewt At Process Description (Continued) 	 Page 2 .,of
A•15 Process Referent ( From Avant Bide tine A •11 , POSLMCT
oninPART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE IPstcilltim) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (=nisei)
(Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement)
A•18	 A•18	 A.19	 A•17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
`Expense Item
	
Per Machine (Per Shift)
	 Units	 Requirement Description cr Name
	
Referent)	 (Amount. Per. Machine)
A296D	 38	 Skrt
	 Manutactl^rit„a^_,
._..  
PART 8 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE Pf3R MINUTE (SAMIS will ask first for Byproducts)
(Byproducel vW (Utility. Or. Commodity Requirwtnant)
A•20	 A•22	 A-23	 A•21
Catalog Number
	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute	 Units	 i	 Requirement Description or Name
	
Referent',
	
AAmount,. Per. Cycle!
C1032B
	 .16666	 M/min
	 Electricity
PART 6» INTRA•INOUSTRY PRODUCT(5) REQUIRED
	
A•24	 /A-28	 A»26	 A•27	 A•25(Requited, Produr.xl	 (Yield).	 (Ideal. Ratio) •" Of(Reference)
	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A•26""'	 Product Norm
LAMCKT
	 .995	 1/1	 MODULE/MODULE POSLMCKT
MErwnED aw	 DATE
*100% minus percentage of inquired product lost In this process.
"Assume 100% yield here.
""'Examples; Modules/Call or Ce!Is/1Nafer.
roaVQrtir 4 910` JFC 3o3Ta Pt unto
OF POOR QUALITY
#s
.
N	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page	 of —L
ig"' FORMAT A --- PROCESS DESCRIPTION A-11Process (Relaront) ►NO ►1'LlION LANO(IATOKTn,nl luhU,U II TU1Hl1l^	 pct ty+.DG J. itiM^^I+ P^1 ^y^4ml ln 0.1 Cew I>, I is dlu. 0.111 9110)	 E
Note: Names given in bracketii ( I are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS com puter program.
Ad	 (Descriptive. Name) of Process	 Lamination edge trim
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A-3	 (Product. Referent)	 TRMLMI
A-4	 Descriptive Name (Product, Name)	 Trim	 excess	 lam from edge of module
A-6	 Unit Of Measure (Product. Units)	 Module
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS~r
A, 6	 (Out put, Rates (Not Thruput) 	 1 83333 Units (given on line A,5) Per Operating Minute
7 15
A•7	 (Inprocess. Inventory. Time)	 `' °  Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
7 5
hrprucetsinventoryl
A-B	 (Duty. Cycle) Operating Minutes Per Minute
A4* (Number. Of. Shins. Per. Day) 	 3 Shifts
OffA-Bb (Personnel. Integer0stion, Override, Switch) 	
_. (Off or On)
PART 3 — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS 	 (Machine Description)
A-9	 Component ( Referent)	 ETRTM .,.
A•9a Component (Descriptive. Name) 	 Edge	 trim
A• 10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Year) 	 1-9  a 0
( Purchase, Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought. Table)
	 ^^^ 0 QA,11 (Number Of and $ Per Component)
_
7A• 12 Anticipated (Useful. Life) (Years)
5 0A•13 (Salvage. Value) (S Per Component)
A• 14 (Removal. And. Installation, Cost) WComponent) 	 1 0
Note:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompu for the (Payment, Float. Interval), the (Inflation. Rate, Table), the
)Equipment. Tax. Depreciation, Method), and the (Equipment. Book, Depreciation. Method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975 6.0 •), DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
A
JIL 107 S A 5180
ORIGINAL PAU IS
OF pooR QUALITY
rormat At Proms Description (Continued)
	 Pwe L_ Of 2
A-15 Pro" Rtfertnt (From Front Side Low A 0 ., E, DGT
w®reEeasascror
PART d r DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE Wwilltlat) 011 PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facility. Or. Personnel R4quir4montl
A•16	 A•16	 A•19	 A•17
Catalog Na mber	 Amount Requlmd
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per St°Ift)	 Units	 Requirement Description or Name
Referent!	 (Amount. Per. Machine)
j^
PART 5 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE 	 (SAM)& will ask first for Byproducal(Byproduct) and (Utility, Or. Commodity Requirement)
A-20 A-72	 A•22 A•21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(IExpenat Item Per Machine Par Minute 	 Units 1	 Ree{r lmnent Description or Name
Referent) (Amount, Per, Cycle)
EG10a6n .4761.170 .12 7 
	 l. ^	 ^B	 Q G,^7. '3{6111 m " bduL^i^ g- blaL.
'^►^am.^.+r
^» .hb
	
Y G 1.4
 3T 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRr PRODUCTS) REQUIRED
A-24 A-28	 A•26 A•27	 A-25(Required. Product ► (Yieldl 	 (Ideal. Ratio) •• Of
(Ruferores) (%)	 Units Out/Units In Units Of A •26°"	 Product Name
POSLMCKT 1.0	 ii_	 M0DULE MgDULE
	 TE L M
Mt PANED NY DATE
• 100% minus percentage of required product lost In this process,
"Assume 100% ymid here,
'"Examples; Modules/Celt or Cslls/Wal".
nn VtRae A101 dPL30374 r; SMO
{
i
R
._._.,.wi........ 	 :.__.^__._...^..__
	
_.!{^.....
	 may..	 .
#k 9
OF RUON QUAD ry
0	 ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page
8 
	
FORMAT A -- PROCESS DESCRIPTION A-1 Process (ReferenWr PxOPI'LetON LARORA TORT
Pdd h,ne+,t et rnAgMI,1
	
TERMSOIn, n OM Gtolf of / /adw.. C0111 9110)
Note. Ntmes given In brackets I ) are the names of proc
requested by the SAMIS computer program.
A•2	 (Descriptive. Name( of Process _ 	 Term' nal	 sold-ering
PART t —PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A•3	 (Product. Referent]
	
SODTRLUG
A4	 Descriptive Name (Product. Name) Solder	 terminal lug to module
A•6	 Unit Of Measure (Product. Units) MO'wule
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERIS7ICS 
LOSS
A.0	 (Output. Rate) (Not Thruput)
	 _
	
-7-9 
	 „_.	 _ Units (given on line A•6) Per Operating Minute
A•7	 (Inprocess. Inventory. Time) 	 .._.	 1 • 3 3 3 ,1 3	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
$
in•processinventory)
A$	 (Duty. Cycle(	 _ Operating Minutes Per Minute
A-3a (Number. 01. Shifts. Per, Day) 	 3 Shifts
OffA=8b (Personnel. Integatization. Override, Switch] „ IOfforOn)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS	 (Machine Description)
A•9	 Component (Referent)
	
INDHTR
A•9a Component [Descriptivt. Name) 	 Induction	 Heater
A•IO Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price, Year)
	
1979
A•I i	 (Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought, Table] 	 10000(Number Of and S Per Component)
7A• 12 Anticipated (Useful. Life] (Years)
A-13 (Salvage, Valuel (S Per Component) 	 1000
A•14 (Removal, And, installation. Cost) (S/Component)
	
1000 ter_____
Now The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float. (merval), the (Inflation. Rate. Table), the
IEquirinent. Tax, Depreciation. Methodl, cnd the (Equipment. Book. Depreciation. Method(, In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0. (1975 6.0 •), DOB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
A
JPL 3037 S n 4/20
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOP QUALITY
Format A., Process Description (Continued)	 Pape 2 of 2
A•15 Process Referent (From Front Side Line A•11	 TERMSOD
PART 4 —DIRECT— REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facility. Or. Pmonral Requirement 
A-16	 A-10	 A•10 A•17
Catalog Plumber 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Par Machine (Per Shift)
	 Units Requirement Description or Name
Referent)	 (Amount. Per. Machine(
A2096D	 104	 S Ft Manufacturinq S ace
" 13303`213	 1. U	 Persons/Shitt sse	 ectrona cs__
PARTS —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
	 (SAMIS will ask first for Byproducts)
(Byproduct) and (Utility, Or. Commodity Requirement)
A•20
	 A•22	 A•23 A•21
Catalog Number
	 Amount Required
tL7[peRfe iiirtl	 i'tT IVI79CPIIIH F:r rvl lfiYA	 Unix
Referent)
	 (Amount. Par. Cycle) ...	 ,.....
C1032B^	 .3125min^ E1eb^ricity
om	 sseair
....re.r.ow^..i
	 rr.^w^.+—..^nw..,w lag^."..27.'.	 wrw.na'r..m+^.ws,
Y/itF,1910D	 1.5
E19 0 5D _	 T. 5^	 r ^^ ^t^?skWasher 
PART ff — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED
A•24	 A•26	 A.26 A•27	 A•25
	 .(Required. Product]
	 (Yoaid) •	 (Ideal. Ratio) °' Of(Reference)
	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In Units Of A•26 000 	Product Name
TRMLAM	 1.0
	 1/1
	
MODULE/MODULE
	 SOLTRLUG
ITa ►ARED ey DATE ^'^'^^ "^®
' 100 1 E minus perantago of required product lost in this proceu.
'"Assume 100% yield here.
'Examples., ModuleslCtll or Calls/Wafer,
nLve:nst slot JrL 30.77 .5 n Brio
ORIGINAL PAGE. 13
OF POOR QUALITY
#10
t ^\
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page 1 of—r...
`r	 8	 FORMAT A — PROCESS DESCRIPTION	 A.1 Process (Referent ►
!/T PR p ► l'LaIO It LABORATORY
P.,rdnr+u l+rnua d TnA+rfltr
r	 +410 D+i Gr111 0r / Pna4u. Cold 9110)	 HIPOT
Now Names given in bracken ( J are the names of process attributes
requested b y the SAMIS com puter Program.
A•2	 (Descriptive. Name) of Process	 Hi	 voltage	 pot test
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A-3	 (Product, Referent)	 HIPOTTEST
A-{	 Descriptive Name (Product, Name) 	 Hi	 vo ltage	 pot test
A•6	 Unit Of Measure (Product, Units)
	
Module
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTEAISTICS
A•G	 (OLtput, Ratel (Not Thruput) 	 1 + 3 3 3 3',, Units (given on line A•6) Per Operating Minute
A•7	 (Inprocess. Inventory, Time) 	 17.2 5 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
5 In-process inventory)A•8	 (Duty. Cycle) Operating Minutes Per Minute
3A-8a	 (Number, 01. Shifts, Per, Day)	 _.	 Shifts
A 81a (Personnel. Integeritation . 0verrida. Switch) Off (Off or On)
PART 3 —EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS	 (Machine Description)
A•9	 Component (Referent)
	
HIPOTTES
A-go Component [Descriptive,Name) 	 Hi	 pot	 test
A• 10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price, Year)
	
.1, 2 8 0
.--
A•11	 (Purchase. Cost, Vs. Quantity. Bought. Table) 	 1200(Number Of and S Per Component)
	 r ._—
A•12 Antici pated (Useful. Lifel (Years)
	 7
A• 13 (Salvage. Valuel (S Per Component) 	 5 0 0 
A• 14 (Removal. And, Installation. Cost) (S/Component)	 300 
)Vote.	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float. Interval) , the (Inflation, Rate, Table) , the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation. Methodl, and the ( Equipment. Book. Depreciation. Method) , In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975 6.0 +), DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote)
r
JPL 0077 5 n 5/e0
J
^^	 r
0111C:1NA' . i"'^`f " ! ,
OF P00	 'Y
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
	 Peg* 2...Of 2
A•15 Process Referent (From Front Sid* Line A•i) HIPOT
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PRA SHIFT (Perecnr»II
(Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement]
A•16 A•10	 A•if	 A•17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expem Item Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units
	
Requlmomt Descri ption or Nam*Referent) (Amount. Per. Machine(
A2096D 27.5	 S Ft	 Manufacturing Space
-B3 7D 4 D I	 Versores	 h"	 t _ ec v n c
PART 5 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
	
(WAIS will ask first for Byproducts)
(Byproduct) and (Utility. Or. Commodity Requirement)
A." A•22	 A•23	 A•21
Catalog Plumber Amount Required(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute
	 Units	 Requirenwrit Description or Name
Referent) (Amount. Per. Cycle)
1032E ?xct_h.,/min	 EiectrcitV
PART i - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT($) REQUIRED
A•24 A•28
	
A•26
	
A•27	 A•25(Required, Product) (Yield]
	
(Ideal. Ratio) " Of(Deference) (%)	 Upits Out/Units In 	 Units Of A•26"'	 Product Name
SODTRLUG .995	 1/1
	
MODULE/MODULE	 HIPOTTEST
M4PANED BY DATE
'100% minus peramcage of required product lost in this process.
"Auume 100% yiecd hen.
'" Exampin: Modules/Cell or Calli Wofer.
REV*Raa SIDE JPL 30374 R s1e0
J
12	 or- NOR QUALITY
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page-3, of -2—
FORMAT A -- PROCESS DESCPiP'nON A•1 Process (Referent)
!rT ?Port l.alON LABORATORY 	 p^t^,^T^
PJ,^nrni hun•or d 1'nA^N11r	 Fi i^['11•li•
.Ip,A 041 Coat Dr / ►nd'.. CAI !1107
Now Names given in brackets ( I are the names of process attributes
reaunted by the SAMIS com puter program,
A •2	 (Oetl..o p tive, Name) of Process	 ,.Framing 	 the module
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A•3	 (Product. Referent) 	 FOOD
A -4	 Descriptive Name (Product. Name) .E3:;grni-ncr. thea modU le
A-6	 Unit Of Measure (Product. Units) 	
—Avid n ..^
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
LOSS
A•6	 (Output, Rate) (Not Thruput) ,,	 .33333 Units (given on line A•5) Per Operating Minute
A•7	 IInprocess. Inventory, Time)	 69. 0 Calendar Minutes (Used on;y to compute
' $	 5
in.proeessinventory)
A-8	 (Duty. Cycle)	 _ Operatin;, ` a inutes Per Minute
A,8o	 (Number. Of. Shifts, Per. Day) 	 3 Shifts
A•8b (Personnel. integerixation, Override. Switch) 	 Off (Off or On)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS	 (Machine Description)
A•9	 Component ( Referent)	 FIXTURE— SEATER
A•9a Component (Descriptive. Name) 	 Wood	 Fixture Flat Heate r.
A-10 Base Year For Equi pment Prices (Price. Year)	 1980 1980   
A• 1 i	 (Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought. Table) 	 2000 300(Number Of a-id $ Per Component)
A• 12 Anticipated (Useful. Life) (Years) 	 7 7	 _.
A•13 (Salvage. Values (S Per Component)	 inn i on
A•14 (Removal. And. Installation. Cott) (S/Component) „ , _ 100 l0 0
Note:	 The SAWS computer program alto prompts for the (Payment. Float. Interval), the (Inflation. Rate. Table), the(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation. Method ► , and the (Equipment. Book. Depreciation. Methodl . In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1075 6.0 s ), DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
A
Jet. 3037 a h smo
PART 4 -+ DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE ( Faoilltier) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel
(Facility, Or, Personnel Requirement)
A• 16	 A•18	 A*19	 A•17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)
	 Units
	
Requirement Descrlptlon or Nan"
Referent)
	
tAmouiit. Per, Machine)
A20,96D^__	 3, y6fs6kif^	
_ ,..►SoEf .^_	 . MAnI1frr^  t-t r ing $Pair:
PART 5 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE 	 (SAMIS will ask first for Bygmducts)
(Byproduct) and (Utility, Or, Commodity Requirement)
A,20	 A•22
	 A•23	 A-21
Catalog Number
	 Amount Required
(Expeme Ham
	 Per Machine Per Minute	 Units
	
Owwription or Name
Referent)
	 (Amount. Per, Cycle)
.,	 ..YC'103	 .2t3's"2_	 Ste,/man	 I_qer_ uv 
43 9 0 7 n 04 1 6_0 1..	 :i	 - 5_r r eta:. 	 .. 	 .	 . 
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED
A•24	 A•28	 A-26	 A•27	 A•25(Required. Productl
	
(Yield) •	 (Ideal. Ratio) °' Of
(Refcrence)
	 N	 Unit Out/Unit in	 Unit Of A•28 01 '	 Product Name
DSFBUTYL
	 1.0 	 1/1
	 MODULE MODRAIL_ , FRAM.MOD
^j,TP^„TTF..^,T
►REPAACO BY DArt
^1 a^rlrk...	
,^ ^^^^ M t ^lOF Poor+
Format A: Prams Oswription (Continued)
	
Pegs «.2—Of2
A•16 Pro" Referent (From Front Side Line A-1)
	
FRAME R
°100% minus percentage of required product lost In this proms,
° •Assur,te 100% yield hen.
t°"Examples: ModulniCell or CallsAValer.
41 are0nevtr+a tEt0t^l^awrT,x
k
M	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page 
__L of-2-
FORMAT A •— PROCESS DESCRIPTION	
A•1 Proem (Raftrent)
JfT ► Aq ►1'1 aIOH LAnQNAT01tY
('rid^..0 l^nnu HTp ►»rUfr
40'sn 00 Grfri Of /Pslatu Call 01161
	 AFIXBTYL
'rote. Names given in brackets ( ) are the names of process attributes
erquested by the SAMIS com puter program.
k
#11
A•2
	
(Descr i ptive. Name) of Process
	
Affix	 butyl	 tg mo, ule frames
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A-3	 (Product. Referent) .Q,S.j!BU.TYL.
A-4 DtscnptiveName (Product. Name) D ispense butyl onto module	 frames
A, S	 Unit Of Measure (Product. Units)
	
MODRAIL
PART 2 —PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A,6	 (Output, Rate) (Not Thruput) 
	 --1 • 25 Units (given on line A•5) Per Operating Minute
A•7	 (Iriproctu, Inventory. Tile)	 130 Calendar Minutes iUsed only to compute
' $ 7 In-process inventory)A4	 (Duty. Cycle) Operating Minutes Per Minute
3A-6a	 (Number. Of, Shifts. Per. Day)
_.. ,.	 Shuts
A 8b (Personnel. hitegenzation.Override. Switch)
	 Off w (Off or On)
PART 3 —EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS 	 (Machine Description) WwY.NMl
A-9 Component (Referent)
	
APPLICATOR DISPENSER	 DISPENSER
A,9a Component ( Descriptive, Narne) D ispenser
1979A•10 Ba.7 Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Yer,r) .,	 _
A•I 1
	
(Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity. Bought. Table) 35000 (Number Of and S Per Component)
7
A•12 Antici pated (Useful, Lifel (Years)
A•13 (Salvage. Value) (S Per Component)
S ooA•14 (Removal, And. Instaliation. Cost) (S/Component)
Note: The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float, Interval), the (Inflation, Rate. Table), the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation. Method), and the ( Equipment. Book, Depreciation. Method). In the LSA SAMICS context.
use 0,0, (1975 6.0 •), DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
Pi
r
J► t. 3037 3 n 16/110
OF pool, ^i^r^ 4 ^'Y
Format A., Procne Description (Continued) 	 PdgS x.. 0f 2
AR 16 Proem Referent ( From Front Side Llfw A•1)	 AFIXBTYL
PART 4 •- DIRSCT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE ( Fe.ilit+ed) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT ( ersonnal)
(Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement)
A•18 A•18	 A•19 A•17
Catalog Number Amount Required(Expense Item Per Machine (Par Shift) 	 Units Requirement Detmiption or Nome
Referent) (Amount. Par. Machine)
^A99-2 00^^+6^ D^ ^ 2^52ssr Manufacturing j2agt^	 -^^++^^ ^+ y
PART 6 -- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE (SAMIS will a4k first for Byproducts)
(eyproduct) and (Utility. Or. Commodity Requirementl
A-20 AR22	 A-23 A•21
Catalog Number Amount Required(E;;^...: l,er,: Oef Lh ^ Ow Minute	 U nin r	 Requirerr►ent Descrip tion or Noma
Referent) (Amount. Per. Cycle)
C1032B
^ rQ-- —
. 0621415	 kWh/min
^rF.M.rR^...^
Elactri_citY
3'.nmp race ^^s3 rl	
r ._._
.^i
.%^=
,R,.Y=35A._.
SzB
-!^0 24 857 „
	 Pair .E.dCze	 X11..	 .. ,_.^..._.	 »_.rl.OV,05.
	
....,	 ..
PART 5 -  WRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCM) REQUIRED
A-24 A•28	 1.28 A•27	 A•25(Required. Product) (Yleldl
	
(Ideat.	 ,atiol" Of(Reference) (%)	 Units Out/Units In Units Of A•28 000 "	 Product Name
rMil"A g o Sy DAtt
' 100% minus percentage of required product lost in this procese,
• 'Assume 100% yield here.
rrrExampies: ModulWCell or Cellt/Wefef.
i
MIVRMSISID!^30374 n 11/10
#13
^	 t1Yit'rtY•h i. 	 '^ 3	 '`s R^3FSF
_vro ^^.-)
OF POOP QUALITY
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Psge 1 01 2
8	 ,^	 FORMAT A -- pROCES3 DESCRIPTION	 A,t Process (Pleferertl
rrT Me ►14610N ^ARORATORT
Pgs.-,.0 1urNr« Ir Tn M.IIp
.Z 0.1 4000♦ D•	 COW 101101	 CLEANMOD
Notes Names given In brackets I ) are the names of proeese attributes
reol.estad by the SAMIS com puter program.
A=3	 (Oeserrptive. Name( of Process	 Clean	 entire module
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A-3
	
(Product, RNerentl
	
CLNMOD
Apt	 Descriptive Name (Product, Nome)
	
Clean module _.
A-6	 Unit Of Measure (Product. Units)	 Module
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
904761A4	 (Out put. Rate) !Not T.truputl 	 .1 1 	 r.... LoosUnits (given on line A-5) Per Operating Minute
A,7	 (Inprocess. Inventory. Time) 	 1 93 . 2 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
$7 5
in'pfacm invinto,V)
A4	 (Duty. Cycle)	 ' Operating Minutes Per Minute
A43 (Number. Of. Shifts, Per. Day) 	 . _ 3 tihifts
A,Bb (Personnel. Integeritation, Override. Switch)	 Off (Off or On)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS 	 (Machine Description)
A,9	 Component ( Referent)	 -CLEANMOD
A ,9a Com ponent ( Descriptive, Name)	 Clean module
A•10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Year)
	
1980
A•11
	
(Purchose. Cott. Vs, Quantity. Bought. Table)
	 20 0 (Number Of and $ Per Component)
A•12 Antici pated (Useful. Life) (Years) 	 7
A-13 (Salvage. Value( (S Per Component)
	
50
A•14 (Removal. And. Installation. Cost) (S/Component) ,.
	 10
Note; The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float, Interval), the (Inflation. Rate. Tablel, the
(Equipment. Tax, De preciation. Method), and the (Equi pment. Book. Depreciation. Methodl . In the LSA SAMICS context,
Ulf 0.0, 11075 610 •), DDB, and SL. Pi he asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
A
JrL 30]13 A silo
ik
• 1,
a ♦
or POOR QUA,Li N
Formal A. Proem DeeoriAtton (Contlnued)
	 Pepe ?...Of 2
A-16 Proem Referent ( Prom Front Sid& Ur» A•1)	 GLEANMOD
PART  - 01 CT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE it reeullues) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIPT ( enonrMI
(Prodity, qr, Personnel Rtqulrementl
A416 A•18	 MiE	 A-17
Catalog Number Amount Required(gxpena Item Per Machine (Per Shiftl 	 Units	 Requirement descri ption or Name
Referent) (Amount. Pet. Mwhinel
A^
; 2r0996DD
44	 S ace
.wµ 0 0153	 L 0 _S]Eno
	
/Man
aau
(f!'}'^
acturi
n
_	 aii^[i	 i^//,I^ ra	 l N^ M,*	 m e-, 	 to
PART It —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
	 (SAM 13 will rsk grit for Byproducts)
(BYproduct) and (Utility, Or. Commodity Requirement)
A-20 A-22	 Ada	 A•21i
Catalog NL.mbw Amount Required(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute
	 Uniu	 Requirrrrrent Otmriptlon or Name
Referent) (Amount, Per. Cycle)
EG10360 .11904761
	 Hladei^ mini
	 Razor blades
E13:5 3 0 `.009-5-2380951  	 ,. 
'EG'Z^3D
1U§ D
,. 	 a	 m^ n	 ,,,,	 Q	 v
02380- U.3-	2gLj
_.E9	 Z..^._
................ ,,
_	 1.stY.s^ f3 Rtt	 hta r i- h i_ n
c r	
^ E
	 _..._,....	
Te?-m a n a l 03i ^rart
PART 6— INTRA•INOUSTRY PRODU(T(S) REQUIRED
A-24 A•28	 A-26	 A•27	 A-25(Required. Product) (Yleldl'	 (Ideal. Ratiol 0 '
 
Of(Reference) (%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A•26 00 '	 Product Name
FRAMMOD
	 . Q._	 lZi
	 MOD/MOD	 CLNNO,Q
rncrr♦ Rro er ogre
*100% minus percent#Qe of required product lost in this procese.
• 'Assume 100% yield hen,
"'Examples: Modules/Cell or Calls/Wafer.
RIVIASr riot jrs.3037.8 R sno
61.
u
^II^I2.2
I.I	 L y	
4n
------^ Iiili 1.8
11111
1.25	
IIIiI	
1.4
	
^^^^^
..b
MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIAL 1010a
(ANSI and ISO TEST CHART No. 2)
9
#14
.	 ee ? ^ O 	y
n SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS 	 Page 1 of 2
B	 FORMAT A -- PROCESS DESCRIPTION A•1 Process (Referent)
!rT PRor"110N LABORATORY
f.ld,rrr• fanur. d Tol A.NrA)
rtl rrfl 004 cool, Or hu4r., CAlrl 91 to)	 F INTEST
Note: Names given in bracken I 1 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS com puter program,
A•2	 (Descriptive, Nan*) of Process Final module electrical	 test
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A•3	 (Product. Referent) MODTEST
A•4	 Descriptive Name (Product, Namej 	 Test module	 for rating
Module
A-6	 Unit Of Measure (Product, Units]
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
•41493775 Loss	 .512
A•6	 (Output, Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 . 85714285 Units (given on line A •5) Per Operating Minute
26 .833335A•7	 (inprocess, inventory, Time) Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
• 
8 7 5
In-process Inventory)
A-8	 (Duty. Cycle] Operating Minutes Per Minute
3A-Ba	 (Number. Of. Shifts. Per, Day] Shifts
A•8b (Personnel, Integerization, Override. Switch)
	
Of f (Off or On)
PART 3 —EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS 	 (Machine Description)
A •9	 Component ( Referent]	 FINTESTER
A-ga Component (Descriptive, Namej
A-10 Base Year For Equipment Prices !Price, Year) 	 1980
A•11	 (Purchase. Cost. Vs, Quantity, Bought, Table)
	
150000    (Number Of and S Per Component)
A • 12 Antici pated (Useful. Life) (Years)	 7
A• 13 (Salvage, Value( (S Per Component) 	 40000 
I A•14 (Removal, And. Installation. Cost) (S/Component) _, 1000
Note:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float. Interval] , the (inflation, Rate, Table] , the
(Equipment. Tax, Depreciation. Method], and the (Equipment, Book. Depreciation, Method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0,0, (1975 6.0 •), DDB, and SL. (The asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
o	 JPL 3037 S R 5/00
orliCZN,
OF F0
2 2
Format At Procne Desalptlon (Continued)	 PW	 Of _.
A•16 Process r4ferent (From Front Side Line A•1)	 FTNTEST
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Persr ►nnel)
(Fac 31ty. Or. Personnel Requirement)
A•15 A•18	 A•19	 A•17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units	 Requirement Description or Name
Referent) (Amount. Per. Machine)
A2096D 204	 SgFt	 Manufacturing Space
–820 8 U7–'- .. _.—IF—Pe 	 n 5T ^: f t	 Dicrital Comp	 o r
PART 5 —DIRECT REOUIREME341' A PER MACHINE PER MINUTE 	 (SAMIS will ask first for 8yprotlucts ►
(Byproduct) and (Utility, Or. Commodity Requirementl
A•20 A•22	 A•23	 A•21
Catalog Number Amount Required(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute	 Units	 I	 Requirement Descri ption or Name
Referent) (Amount. Per, Cycle)
C1032BQ 	 ..,-.
E1375D .
_
.048	 KWh m.in	 Electricity-
. 007142	 'air	 n *e.G nattnn
.23809523	 LabP_1_, MinT.ahe3 r, Cnl nr
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED
A•24 A•28	 A•26	 A•27	 A•25(Required, Product] (Yield]
	
(Ideal. Ratio) " Of
(Reference) (%)	 Unite Out/Units In	 Units Of A•26" •	Product Name
CLNMOD •996	 1/1	 MODULE/MODULE	 MODTEST
ME ►AREO aY DATE
* 1100% minus percentage of required product lost 16 this proem.
"Assume 100% yield here.
­ Examples: Modules/Call or C411O afer.
u,
n[vERle:4010%.30374 R 11 /so
f
f
t^'Y tir1 .,.lYY^ 3- 1 a. 0 id4Yia) C^:1^
OF P90R QUALITY
44r	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS	 page 1 oft
FORMAT A — PROCESS DESCRIPTION	 A,1 Process (Referent)
y	 JfT lROli'LfION LArIORATORY
. 9on ,4 lunar t Tai,0 0d.
Y MfNI Od Gnu Or / hu4.., CAI 9110)	 PACKG
l
!
	
	
Note: Names given in brackets ( I are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS computer program.
i
A•2	 (Descriptive. Name) of Process	 Packaging modules	 in carton
5.
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A •3	 (Product. Referent)	 PAKMOD
Pack modules in cartonA-4	 Descriptive Name (Product. Name]
A•5	 Unit Of Measure ( Product. Units)	 Carton
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
9.67742	 Loss
A•6	 (Output. Ratel (Not Thruput)	 .25' Units (given on line A•5) Per Operating Minute
90.785714A•7	 (Inprocass, Inventory. Time] ,w Caieidar fY,itiuies (Used only to compu:a
. 875 In•processInventory)
A,8	 (Duty, Cyclel Operating Minutes Per Minute
A-Sa	 (Numoer. Of. Shifts. Per. Day) 	 3 Shifts
A•Bb (Pr/sonnel. Integerization.Override. Switch)
	
Off (Off or On)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS	 (Machine Description)
A•9	 Component (Referent)
	
,`ZrPAPT.F13 Rands—r
A•9a Component ( Descriptive. Namel	 STAPLER Bander.
A• 10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price. Yearl 	 1980 19 8 0
A•11	 (Purchase. Cost. Vs. Quantity, Bought. Table) 	 500 18 0(Number Of and S Per Componentl
7
A•12 Anticipated (Useful. Lifel (Years) 7
A• 13 (Salvage. Value) (S Per Component) 	 0
n
4
f
0 20
0A• 14 (Removal. And. Installation, Cost( WComponent)
r
Note:	 The SAMIS computer program also prompts for the (Payment. Float. Interval), the (Infi3tion, Rate. Table), the
(Equipment. Tax. Depreciation, Method], and the (Equipment, Book. Depreciation. Method), In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975 6.0 •), DDB, and SL. IThe asterisk is a signal to the computer, not a reference to a footnote.)
J►L 3037 S n 5/e0
Iii
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
Format A: Process Descri ption (`4:ontinusd)
	 Peg,, .? ..Of 2
A-15 Process Referent ( From Front Side Line A•1)	 PACKG
PART 4 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE Wanlllties) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facility. Or. Personnel Requirement)
A•16 A•18	 A-19	 A-17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense item Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units	 Requirement Description or NameReferent) (Amount. Per. Machine(
A2096D _	 ,in	 ^^2^p _...524_	 17i-	 Mamita	 U:g S
1 '"' e^ 4nZl	 T n f:C^r	 .	 C s am
PART 5— DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE 	 (SAMIS will ask flrst for Byproducts)
(Byproductl and (Utility, Or. Commodity Requirement)
A-20 A,"2
	 A•23	 A•21
Catalog Number Amo im Required(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute
	 Units	 i	 Requirement Description or Name
Referent) (Amount. Per. Cyclel
C1032E
C20321T' ^_^r	
m .0 041427 666 	 kWh	 in
	E1e^^^i^^^tiy
EN 2D RC1]C SP..tsBands
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED
A•24 A•28	 A•26	 A•27	 A-25(Required, Product( (Yleldl
	
(Ideal, Ratiol" Of(Reference) (%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A •260"	 Prcduct Nrma
tdODTEST
w 1.00	 1/4 	 CARTON/MODULE _ PAKMOD
MEPA14ED ^^, DATE	 ^r
'100% minus percenta ge of required product Ice t In this process.
"Assume 00% yield hare.
p "Exa.-,plea: Modules/Ccil or CailslWafer.
neVenIIe a!De OL30374 n ele0
L
